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Lack of Quorum Delays Decision by Council on Sharing Town Planner 
By Donna VaHleres At Saturday's board ,meeting, Jolliffe asked 
, the board if it would be prepared to have Camp- 
joint planner between the District of Terrace and ' boll in charge of the project which he stated was 
the Kitimat.Stikine Regional District was- "a political thing." 
diseussed at Saturday's regional board meeting As a regional director he would vote against it, 
and may come up again at, Terrace council 
tonight. 
The problem first began last Monday at 
council when Aid. Vie Jolliffe tried to table a 
motion which would have appointed a regional 
planner to take charge of Terrace community 
plan. 
Jolliffe successfully halted the move, but was 
removed as planning cludrman the next day by 
Mayor Dave Maroney. 
In later interviews, Jolliffe insisted ~ be had 
wanted to table the motion to appoint Craig 
Campbell in charge of the community plan 
partly because neither the regional beard nor 
.campbell himself would want to take on the 
responsibility. 
Jolliffe said, because the regional district could 
be blamed if there were 'opposition to the com- 
munity plan when it is completed in an estimated 
three years. , 
Alternate director for Terrace Jack Talstra 
'stated that because no resolution has yet come 
'from council on the matter, it was "a bit 
premature" for the board to make any com- 
mittment. 
Regional administrator John Pousette ex- 
plained that the district currently has a contract 
with Kitimat in which John Campbell is loaned 
to Kitimat one day a week as a planning con- 
sultant. If Campbell could be further spared 
from regional district business, and loaned to 
Terrace, it would be up to Terrace how the 
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planner wereused or what title he were give. 
Chairman of the regional board Joe Banyay 
stated that the board would not enter into any 
negotiations until Terrace officially forwards a 
resolution to the board, but if a resolution does 
come, the board would have no other objection to 
contracting out the planner other than the time 
factor. 
Campbell himself stated in an interview last 
week that he would take on the job as planner in 
charge of Terrace's community plan if. the 
regional board decides this is what should be 
done. 
"If I 'm given instructions ''•to take on the job, 
"I would," he said. 
The issue was not resolved at last week's 
council meeting because Jo]liffe left his seat at 
the council-table, leaving council short of a 
quorum. 
Council needs four members to  make a 
quorum, and three of the seven members were 
on holiday. 
Last Tuesday, Terrace Mayor Dave Maroney 
relieved Jolliffe of his responsibilities of 
chairman of the planning committee, stating his 
chairmanship of the committee "has hampered 
productive conclusions to important planning 
matters." 
'A special council meeting was called Thursday 
night to fill the vacant position on the planning 
committee and also to make other committee 
rearrangements, but because Jolliffe did not 
attend this meeting, a quorum could not be 
reached and the meeting was dismissed. 
Contrary to earlier reports, Jolliffe had 
notified council members he had prior com- 
mittments on Thursday evening and would not 
be able to attend. 
The meeting was rescheduled for tonight, 
which Jolliffe stated he would attend, along with 
Aid, Helmut Giesbrecht who cut short his 
vacation to return to town. 
Regional Board plans 
Fairer Sharing Of Arena and Pool Costs 
By Donna Vallleres 
A long brewing problem 
concerning recreational cost 
sharing betweun Terrace 
and outlying districts using 
Terraee's arena anu 
swimming pool could result 
in either decreased cost to 
the outer districts or their 
exclusion from use 0~ the 
facilities. 
Regional district director 
Alice Chert-Wing, 
representing Lakalse Lake 
and other areas urrounding 
Terrace made a motion at 
Saturday's regional board 
meeting that proposals to 
amend the existing 
ngreemont be looked into. 
The original contract 
between Terrace and a 
portion of Thornhill and all of 
electoral res C called for a 
75 percent cost to Terrace 
based ,on assessmen- 
t.However, with shifts in the 
assessment rates, outlying 
areas are now contributing 
33 percent of the cost, or 53 
per cent more than Terrace 
residents pay. • 
In other words, if a 
resident of Terrace pays $100 
toward the recreation func- 
tion, a resident in the outside 
area living in a similar home 
would "pay $153. 
Chert-Wing said she 
wanted a rearrangement of 
the agreement because of 
"the continuing discontent of
taxpayers," in the outlying 
areas. 
• "People out them have got 
to the end of the line." ac- 
cording to Thornhill director 
Lea Watmough, who backed 
Chen-Wingin the discussion. 
Terrace directors objected 
to the motion because they 
would not he allowed to vote 
on changes to the by-law. 
Legally, only the two elec- 
toral areas are classed as 
participators, while Terrace 
is .only the body which 
provides the service con. 
tracted for. 
Alternate director for 
Terrace, Jack Talstra 
pointedoutthat 
"negotiations are a two-way 
street." 
If Electoral areas C and E 
decided to decrease their 
iii 
last Chance to Save Old Station 
One of the original 
Canadian National Railway 
stations built in 1914 'in New 
Haxelton will be abandoned 
and the Kitlmat-Stikine 
Regional District board is 
trying to' torn the station into 
a museum. 
The board met Saturday 
for their regular monthly 
meeting when they discussed 
the Canadian Transport 
Commission's hearing into 
the CNR application for 
closure of stations and 
reduction of en-sito services 
at Kitwanga, Kitimat and 
New Hazeiton. 
The board made sub- 
missions to the commission 
about a year ago not to 
remove agents from the 
Kitimat and New Hazelton 
stations, but the commission 
ruled in favour of CNR. 
Passenger  serv ice  wi l l  sti l l  
be available from these 
towns, however, special 
arrangements o have a 
passing train stop for a pick- 
up will have to be made. 
Board members expressed 
strong disapproval at the 
closure of the stations, but 
there appeared to be  no 
further action the' beard 
could take to prevent the 
action. 
Regional director Er ic 
Janze, representative of 
New Haxelton, said be has 
discussed the possibility of 
turning the abandoned 
station into a museum with 
local residents but so far 
there appears to he little 
interest. 
The board voted to write 
the CNR asking them if the 
station could be made 
available for preservalion 
under the Heritage Fund. 
J.F.Kennedy Canadian Roundup 
Assassination 43 Die Over Weekend 
Re-enactment 
,.DALLAS (AI) - -  shots 
rang from the old Texas 
School Book Depository, pale 
echoes of the gunfire that 
struck down President John 
F. Kennedy, as acoustical 
experts tested the theory 
that more than three shots 
~ywere fired at the president 15 
ears ago. 
Just after dawn Sunday, 
police marksmen took aim, 
shooting rifles at three piles 
of  sandbags marking the 
approximate position where 
Kennedy was hit while riding 
in a motorcade. 
Pistol fire came from 
police statined at a grassy 
knoll near the depository, the 
site named by some theorists 
as the source of abets 
directed at the president. 
The teats, conducted for 
the  House of Represen- 
tatives elect conmittee on 
assass inat ions ,  were 
recorded by more than 50 
microphones set up by ex- 
perts trying to reconstruct 
the sounds of the 
assassination. 
The tests were triggered 
by the recent discovery of 
"blips" on a police recording 
made during t • 
assassination. There were 
indications the recording, 
made routinely when an 
unidentified motorcycle 
oificer's microphone stuck in 
the open pesitioo, showed 
four shots were fired. 
The Warren Commission 
report said Lee Harvey 
Oswald, acting alone, fired 
three shots at the 
presidential motorcade, 
Eoxports generally agree a 
urth shot would indicate a
second gunman. 
contribution tothe arena and 
Swimming pool, Terrace 
would have the option of 
passing a resolution 
rejecting the reduced rate 
and refuse arena and pool 
access to oUtside residents. 
"Certainly we don't want 
to lose this service," 'Chen- 
Wing stressed, adding that 
the idea was not to ,'opt out' 
of the arrangement, but only 
to make it more equitable. 
The board voted to have 
administration look into a 
proposal for amending the 
by-law which governs the 
agreement, and plans were 
made for Chert-Wing and 
Watmoogh to meet with 
TerraCe council in an effort 
to solve the oroblemq 
The $1.25 million School, 
under construction at Kit- 
wanga, B.C., is expected to 
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A ,  - -  , 'Broadbent's visit tO Kitimat tonight and Terrace taping at II:00 a.m. for CFTK-TV "Hourglass" 
Aneaa or tomorrow (Tuesday). followed by lunch at 12:30with executive members of 
Plans call for Mr. Broadbent to leave Vancouver at 2 the Terrace and District Labour Council. Later he will 
Schedu le  p.m. t0day, and arrive at Terrace at 3:34 p.m. visit the editors of the Terrace-Kitimat HERALD and 
After driving to Kitimat, the NDP federal eader will the Northern Times. 
meet with executive members of area C.P.U. (Pulp) Leaving Terrace via jet at  3:45 the veteran NDP 
locals at 5 p.m. At 8:00 he will attend a social at the leader will fly to Vancouver, for dinner with BC party 
"Old Cabaret" with Jim Fulton, Overnighting a t  the federal tend!dates at the Hyatt Regency. 
be completed by the end of 
September, this year ac- 
cording to the site con- 
struction superintendent. 
.The structure was 
originally scheduled for 
completion January 1979, so 
is therefore well ahead of 
schedule. 
Kindergarten to Grade 10 
will now be offered at Kit- 
wanga, thus relieving the 
overcrowded conditions at 
Haxelton Jr. Sec. School and 
John Field Elementary, at 
Hazelton. 
The cost of equipping the 
school will 'be an additional 
$216,000. This has already 
been ordered and will be on 
The •additional gym 
facilities for Hazelten Sr. 
See. requested by the beard 
under capital expense 
proposals of last year, were 
turned down by the 
provincial government and 
will be re.applied for by the 
school district next year. 
By' THE CANADIAN PRESS site in September. ' Mr. E. Terry Laughlin 
Three youths killed Saturday when the motorcycles from Sandspit, Q.C.I. has 
they were riding collided with a car  near St. been appointed principal of 
Hyacinthe, QUe., 40 kilometres east of Montreal, .were the new school and will begin 
among at  least 43 persons who died accidentally in  his duties September Ist. 
Canada during the weekend. . The music room addition 
A survey by The Canadian Press from 6 p.m. Friday at Hazelton Sr. Sec= will be 
until late Sunday local times showed 33 traffic deaths, completed in time for school 
eight drownings and two fire deaths, opening in September. 
Besides 14 traffic deaths, Quebec reported two fire 
deaths and one drowning. Ontario had 12 Iraffic 
fatalities and four drownings. 
In Manitoba, three persons died in traffic accidents 
and three persons drowned. One traffic fatality was 
reported in each of British Columbia, Prince Edward 
Island, Nova Scotia and New Brunswick. 
Monsoons 
Drown 480 
No accidental deaths were reported in Newfoun- 
dland, Alberta and Saskatchewan. 
The survey excludes known slayings, industrial 
deaths and suic ides.  
Balloon Race Ends 
CHICAGO (APMT - -  The first hot-air balloon race 
over one ont Lakes ended Saturday with very few of 
the competitors actually having crossed even a por- 
lion of Lake Michigan. , 
When the 16 balloons took off from Grant Park on 
the lakeshore, unexpected winds blew them south. 
ward ansoutheastward into In aria, ratherthan 
eastward across the lake. 
The winner of the $3,000 first prit was Chauncy DON 
OF Denver, Colo, Who/anded in Valparaiso, Ind., two 
hours after takeoff. Second prize of $2,OOO went to 
Denis Wiederkahr of St. Pu], Minn., while Le lie 
Pritchard of Walloon Lake, Mich., won the $1,000 thd 
prize. 
Crippled Sub Towed 
Chretien Prepares 
Major Economic Statement for September 
TORONTO (CP) -- Robert 
Andras, treasury board 
president, says Finance 
Minister Jean Chretien is 
preparing a major economic 
statement hat might be 
presented in two or three 
weeks. 
In an interview for 
broadcast Sunday on the 
CBC radio program Sunday 
Magazine, Andras said the 
statement is another phase 
,of the government's pro- 
gram of spending cuts an- 
nounc-~d~- last week by Prime 
Minister Trudeau. 
He said the government is 
considering a major tax cut 
and more investment in job- 
creation programs, both 
measures which were un- 
veiled in Trudeau's 
statement announcing a $2.5- 
billin cost.cutting program. 
jin an earlier interview, 
Andras also said be efpects 
increased difficulty with 
federal public service unions 
following his announcement 
last week that 5,000 federal 
jobs would be eliminated by 
the program. 
"There was no way of 
doing it without some pain 
and some great difficulty," 
Andras said on CTV's 
Question Period, taped for 
broadcast S~day. 
UNIONS ANGERED 
Unions representing 
federal civil servants were 
infuriated by AKNDRAS' 
STATEMENT Wednesday 
about he jobs. 
The professional Institute 
of the Public Service said in benefit payments. 
Ottawa the treasury board Andrea said the cabinet 
was trying to use public will have to take its lumps 
servants as a scapegoat. The for some of the decisions, 
180,000-member Public such as cancellation o pay 
Service Alliance of Canada bonuses to public servants 
said it meant the unions 
could n longer trust govern- 
ment promises. 
"I hace no illusions ... it's 
got to he done," Andrea said. 
"I hope we will be able to 
discuss or consult, talk, 
negotiate together." 
In total, more t an I00 
spending programs will be 
affected. The cabinet 
already has decided on $1.5 
billion of spending ousts and 
the next cost-cutting an- 
nouncement--expected : in
two weeks - - invo lves  
unemployment insurance 
for bilingual work. 
"The economies have not 
been growing and now we 
have to face up to that 
reality." 
Adras said a tax cut to 
stimulate the economy was 
being considered as an op- 
tion, "but only to the limit of 
not increasing the deficit." 
A decision on the tax cut 
can be expected in about 
three weeks, he said. 
The government's deficit 
on spending in the current 
year will likely rise to about 
11.8 billion, he said. 
Governor General Starts Arctic Tour 
RADISSON, Que. (CP) - -  Reporters were housed in 
more luxurious conditions than Gov.-Gen. Jules Leger 
and his wife Gaby on Sunday night at the beginning of 
a five-day tour of northern Quebec and the Eastern 
Arctic. 
The vice-regal couple spent the night at a work 
camp near this community 1,500 kilometres north of 
Montreal in a building cons!sting of a series of pre- 
fabricated trailers pulltogether. 
Members of the GovernorGenerai's entourage 
describodtheir lodging asland primitive. 
"There is no royal suite here," one official said 
jokingly. 
Meanwhile, reporters and television crews were 
lodged in a hotel where the rooms were considerably 
larger 
noore comfortable. 
The Legers will spend today and Tuesday touring 
the area, site of the Sx6-billion James Bay 
hydroelectric project on the Riviere La Grande, 
before visiting Frobisher Bay, N.W.T., and other 
northern communities. 
The trip is being billed as a first visit by a Governor- 
General to the Eastern Arctic, and was parked by the 
GevernorGeneral's personal desire to see the area. He 
toured the Western Arctic extensivelh in 1976. 
Hope For Peaoe in Rhodesia 
LONDON {AP) -- British 
Foreign Secretary David 
Owen said Sunday that he 
believes a conference to end 
guerrilla warfare in 
Rhodesia and bring black- 
majority rule to that African 
country will be held son. 
"We're very close o get- 
ting a genuine settlement," 
Owen said in a British 
Broadcasting Corp. In- 
terview. 
jalthough he did nt 
elaborate on his reasons for 
optimism, Owen expressed 
hope tha an all-parties 
conference sponsored by 
Britain and the United States 
might take place in late 
August or September. 
Owen and Ambassador 
Andrew Young, t e chief 
UK,S. envos to the United 
Nations; have long insisted 
that any agreement on 
Rhodesia's future include 
the Patriotic Front leadeJ~ 
who command guerrilla 
units hat have been firhting 
the Salisbury government fr 
more than six years. 
Owen declined to comment 
on reports that Britain has 
emergency plans to 
evacuate Rhodesians who 
would aant to flee the 
country if the situation dete. 
riorates, 
"We're very close to 
getting agenuine settlement 
so let's leave contingency 
planning," Owen said. 
DEMANDS CONFLICT 
Meanwhile, conditions for 
attending such a conference 
were still being laid down by 
the antagonists-- Rhodesia n 
Prime Minister lan Smith 
and the three moderate 
black leaders who formed a 
bi-racial governmen last 
March, and RKOBERT 
Mngabe and Joshua Nkomo, 
coleaders of the Patriotic 
Front guerrilla alliance. 
In Lusaka,. the capital of 
Zambia, Mugabe said 
Sunday that he was prepared 
to attend the porposed talks 
but that the guerrillas would 
not drop their demand to he 
incharge of Phndeslan 
security forces in the 
transition period to black 
rule. 
The submarine broke the 
surface Saturday night and 
was being escorted around 
the north coast of Scotland 
by several other vessels ot 
the Soviet northern fleet, the 
Royal Navy said, 
LONDON tAP) --  A 
crippled Soviet sudnmrine 
was under tow by a Soviet 
tog late Sunday nlg t after 
developing engine trouble 
about 160 kllometres nor. 
thwest of the jscotlsh coast, 
the Royal Navy said. 
NEW DELHI, India (AP) 
- -  Prolonged monsoon rains 
continue to feed flood waters 
in large parts of 10 Indian 
states, destroying crops and 
sending thousands fleeing 
for their lives, news reports 
said. Friday. 
At least 460 persons have 
been reported rowned since 
the seasona downpours 
began in June. The gvern- 
ment said more than 150,000 
people have been evacuated 
in recent days from flooded 
areas in outlying districts of 
Delhi. 
Hard, hit is Uttar 
Pradesh state in -.,'~ 
theastem India, w ere m~j~e 
tbnn 28 persons have ~,~.,; 
repor ted  drowned a,,i  
damage ,to reads, buildings 
and crops is estimated at 
about $170 million. 
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The willows and poplars act as parted drapes for the Terrace Senior Citizens' 
Apartments, "The Willows" on Kalum street. 
Sewer Oommis$ioner Stole Show 
V~IL, Colo. (AP) - -  A sewer Commissioner from rural Utah stole the.limelight 
at a weekend session .of the eighth annual Vail Symposium on Western state 
problems. 
Prove Canyon Sewer Commissioner RVOORT Rodford--tbe actor 'was  the 
only VIP in attendance Saturday to be asked to sign autographs. 
IL-,dford, dressed in blue jeans, told the 450 participants that .be was act!re !n 
promoting tte water" nd sewer interests of Prove t;anyon a~.~ its z~o rosiness 
because of environmental reasons. 
The actor urged an orderly approach to development. 
~-~'AGO (AP) "A  circuit court judge ha ttnobel Prize-winning author Saul 
Bellow must pay his third wife a $500,~0]ump sum alimony t and $800 a month in 
support for the couple's on, Daniel, 15. 
Bellow, 62, recipient of the 1976 Nobel Prize for literature, was told by Circuit 
Court Judge James Bales that he also must pay for the private schooling and 
medical care of his son. In the drawn-out court fight between Bellow and Susan 
Glassman Bellow that began in 1968, Bellow lost custody';of his son and at one 
point faced a 10-day jail sentence for being behind in alimonypayments. 
CHICAGO (AP) - -  "I am mad I am not going to take it any more," said Dieter 
Murmann, who was held hostage by terrorists one day and apparently was robbed 
in his hotel room the next. 
Murmann, an attache with the German consulate in Chicago, was among eight 
persons held hostage Thursday by two Croatian terrorists. 
Freed by the terrorists after several hours, Murmann retired the next night 
with his wife in his Chicago hotel room ana awa~enea in me morning to nna ne 
apparently had been robbed of $150 to $1.60. 
He told the Chicago SunTimes in a telephone call Saturnay that he was angry 
beyond his ability to explain. - 
"I 've had enough. You can take just so much and then it is enough. To be held 
hostage and then this.., well, it is too much," Murmann said. 
"My nerves are OK. Mynves are always OK. I am mad. I am not going to take it 
anymore. Bu.t I don~'t know w~.t_I can do,about i ." 
""~" " ; '  . . . . . .  ~": "" ~"  ~: ' . . . .  V (0  HeavyWater Plant Japan? 
TOKYO (Router) - -  Jack Horner, federal minister of trade and commerce, said 
Sunday there is a good chance the Candu heavy-water nuclear eactor can be sold 
to Japan. 
Hornar, who arrived in Tokyo on Saturday for five days of trade talks, said the 
Candu reactor is more efficient han the light-water reactors now used by Japan. 
The Candu, which uses natural uranium instead of enriched uranium, would 
allow the Japanese to choose from among several sources of uranium supply, 
instead of having to rely on supplies f rom the United States for the enriched 
product. 
Canada supplies about 40per cent of Japan's requirements in uranium but 
almost all of zt is enriched in the U.S. 
• Horner also said Canada wants to export more manufactured goods to Japan. 
Japanese-Canadian trade was worth $2.5 billion in 1977 but only four per cent of 
Canadian sales were manufactured goods, he said. 
Horner came to Japan from South Korea with a delegation of 15 Canadian 
businessmen. He will have talks with Foreign Minister Sunao Sonoda, Inter- 
national Trade Minister Toshio Komoto, and the chairman of the employers' 
federation Keidanren, Toshiwo Doko. 
During his visit, Homer will sign a nuclear-nonproliferation agreement 
stipulating that Canadian uranium will be used by the purchaser for peaceful pur- 
poses, not to manufacture nuclear weapons. 
Ohina Visit Irks USSR 
BUCHAREST (AP)•-- Chinese Communist Party Chairman Hua Kuo.feng 
wound uphis trip to Romania Sunday and prepared to continue his visit to 
Eastern Europe with a flight to Yugoslavia. 
The Soviet Union, displeased with Hua's visit to the region it has dominated 
since the end of the Second World War, has suggested Hua is trying to drive a 
wedge between Moscow and its allies in southeastern Europe. 
The timing of the trip to coincide with Monday's 10th anniversary ofthe Soviet- 
led invasion of Czechoslovakia was believed no accident. 
In 1968 Romania was the only member of the Soviet-led Warsaw Pact to refuse 
to take part in crushing the liberal Czechoslovak regime of Alexander Dubcek. 
Romania nd Yugoslavia denounced the invasion at the time. Yugoslavia is not a 
Warsaw Pact member. 
The 57-year.old Chinese leader held about nine hours of talks with Romania's 
Presiden[ Nicolas Ceausescu since arriving Wednesday. He gave a Sunday night 
dinner at the Chinese Embassy In Bucharest for his hosts. 
Hua's trip to the Black Sea was consideredby Western diplomats as a further 
irritant o the Russians. Hua visited a shipyard at Constants, about 400 kilometres 
across the Black Sea from the Soviet naval base at Sevastopol. 
Western diplomats ay Constanta is the most likely place for China's first 
consulate in Europe. The location would make the Soviets nervous because of the 
proximity to the base, the diplomats aid. 
OBO Looking At Outbaoks 
OTTAWA (CP) - -  The CBC board of directors meets here today to determine 
the criteria the corporation will use to carve $71 million from its spending next 
year in line with government cuts. 
It is expected the beard will continue to buy as much foreign, maini}, merican, 
program material for the next TV seasons as it will for me season smrdng in a 
few weeks. 
The CBC board is also expected to agree to management proposals to slow, if 
.not stop, efforts to increase regional input into national TV schedules on the 
English network and to limit plans the CBC French network bad for broadening 
its scope. 
.This will affect fledgling TV production centres outside Toronto headquarters, 
where most English network programs now are produced and Montreal, the 
French network pr~uction headquarters. Most of the other production centres 
have just begun to produce programs of national network interest in the past few 
seasons. 
Sources ay these restraints on the CBC would save $45 to $50 million in the 1979- 
80 fiscal year~ for which the federal treasury has ordered a $71 million cut. The 
other $20 to ~'z5 million will have to be trimmed from CBC plans to purchase new 
or replacement equipment, and from general administration. ' 
The cut in the CBC budget, announced last week by Robert Andras, president of 
the treasury board, is not expected to affect programming for the new television 
Season opening next month. Most of the programs for 1978-79 are already com- 
pleted or financial commitments for them have been made. 
Three Senior Positions Filled Job oppor tun i t ies  
in Reomnizatod Forest Servioo .,.o,., o. 
i~:i;  
!! 
B. Young PJ. Hompldli- 
VICTORIA, B.C. -- The 
Henourable Tom Waterland 
Minister of Forests today 
stated that his Deputy 
Minister Mike Apaey has 
filled three of the four senior 
administrative positions in 
the recently announced 
reorganization f the Forest 
Service. Pete Hemphill, 
Ralph Robbins and Bill 
Young have been named 
Assistant Deputy Ministers 
effective September 1st. The 
fourt~ position will be filled 
shortly through competition 
open to candidates from in 
and outside government 
service. 
Mr. Young wil l  have 
responsibilities for the 
technical forestry activities 
ef the Forest Service in the 
redefined role of Chief 
Forester. He will have 
reporting to him inventory, 
research ,  p lann ing ,  
reforestation a d protection. 
Mr. Young is a professional 
forester and is a member of 
the Association of British 
Columbia Professional 
Foresters. He has been a 
member of the Canadian 
Institute of Forestry for 
many years and was its 
national president in 1974-75. 
Nr. Robbins will have. 
responsibilities for all field 
operations of the Forest 
Service. He  will have 
reporting to him the 
Regional Managers 
presently located in Prince 
Rupert, Prince George, 
Williams Lake, Kamlsops, 
foltewing lobs are to he 
obtllned by calling the 
Terrace office of the ¢anlde 
Employment Centre st 63|. 
7134. 
Vocatlonsl Instructor - 1,727 
- 2,339 me. To instruct 
students all theory & repair 
of diesel engines 5 months 
appointment. Terrace. 
, DINING ROOM WAITRESS 
- ~3.50 - ~4.00 hour, 
D.O.E. Terrace. S I~ work, 
prefer experienced. 
Waiter-Waitress - $3.00 hr. 
Terrace. Must be mature 
- R.W. Robbins and responsible. 
Nelson and Vancouver. Mr. BOOKKEEPING IN- 
Robbins is a professional STRUCTOR - $9.00 hour. 
forester and is a member of Terrace. Must be thoroughly 
conversant with all aspects 
the Association of British of bookkeeping & able to 
Columbia Professional work independently -- 
Foresters. communicate. 
Mr. Hemphlll will have 
responsibilities for all 
support services within the 
Forest Service. He will have 
reporting to him the comp- 
troller's office, personnel, 
training, systems and data 
processing, legal and ad- 
ministrative services. Mr. 
Hemphill is a civil engineer 
and is a member of the 
Association of Professional 
Engineers of B.C. He is a 
past chairman of the local 
branch of the Engineering 
Institute of Canada 
WEEKLY FIRE REPORT 
Prince Rupert Forest 
District. Forest Ranger Ntis 
Andersson and Assistant 
Rangers Bob St. Laurent, 
John Morris and Henry 
Hartmann and clerk 
Margaret Brotherston ad- 
minister and supervise an 
annual cut of 50-60,000 cunits 
(1 cunit equals 100 cubic 
feet). There are six major 
operators and two sawmills 
operating in  the District 
which covers Highway 16 
Five new fires were 
reported last week bringing 
the total to 246 so far this 
year. 
Cool moist weather over 
most of the District bns 
reduced the hazard to the 
low.moderate range. The 
only exception is in the 
Lower Post Ranger District 
where in ~me areas the 
hazard is high and has 
caused some minor 
problems. 
Planningl Cruising Timber, 
Logging Site Treatment and 
Reforestation. While fires do 
occur as evidenced by 
several large burns up the 
Kitwanga.Cranbcrry River 
drainages, they make up a 
minor portion of the normal 
workload. 
Ranger Andersson and his 
staff are very much involved 
in the Skcena Unit Planning 
Public Advisory Committee. 
A landscape architect has 
been working with the Forest 
Service on a contract basis to 
minimize the visual effects 
of logging in the more highly 
visible and sensitive areas 
within the Ranger District. 
Because st the relatively 
small size of the Distriet, the 
Ranger and His Assistants 
are able to maintain a good 
working relationship with 
Industry, local residents and 
the many tourists travelling 
through the Ranger District. 
Fire fighting costs in tbe from 4 miles west of Kit- 
Prince Rupert Forest sequeela to Legate Creek, 
District •have risen, to the:!~;'~i~Ki~wa~ga River~ 
~,366~300 to date compared::':~ahberry Ri%,er and Kit~ 
to $307,900 for the wanga Lake: The Seven 
Sisters Mountains are also 
within the Ranger District 
Boundaries. 
With the bulk of the 
District being in the tran- 
sition zone between Coastal 
and Interior timber types, 
the workload is heavy to 
Timber bdministration 
including such things as 
corresponding period last 
year. 
Twenty three thousand 
four hundred and eighty five 
ha. (58700 acres) of forest 
area has been burned to 
date. 
The Kitwanga Ranger 
District is the 'smallest of the 
thirteen Districts in the 
Antarotioa Meteorite is Rare 
breakup of the meteorite 
from a parent body, prob- 
ably one of the asteroids in a 
belt between Mars and 
Jupiter. 
The meteorites found in 
Antarctica on the west side 
of MeMurdo Sound are 
thought o be the cleanest, 
best. preserved specimens 
ever ecovered. The samples 
were preserved under the 
ideal conditions of constant 
cold and extremely dry air, 
which protected against he 
erosion and chemical 
reactions that destroy 
meteorites elsewhere. 
The new achondrite is the 
second extremely rare mete. 
orite fragment to be 
classified this summer from 
the Antarctie cache. In June, 
experts identified a Type II 
carbonaceous chondrite, one 
of only about 16 known to 
e,xmt in the world's collection 
of several thousand 
meteorites. 
• ~ ,~. ,,~ ~/  ., 
!". 
WASHINGTON (AP)  - -  A 
meteorite found in An- 
tarctica last winter has been 
identified as the first of an 
entirely new ¢taas of space 
rock, the National Science 
Foundation announced 
Sunday. 
The rare meteorite, one of 
hundreds of well.preserved 
samples recovered by s U.S.- 
Japanese expedition, is a 
type cal ed achondrite. 
Samples of this general type 
comprise only abut seven 
per cent of all known 
meteorites. 
Dr. Brian Mason, a 
curator in the Smithsonian 
Inst i tut ion 's  minera 
sciences department, said 
the new meteorite has fea- 
tures in common with two 
classes of achondrites called 
chussignlto and diagenite. 
"In its mineralogy, the 
specimen'l examined shows 
resemblances to these two 
classes, but its overall 
composition is significantly 
different," said Mason. 
Meteorites are chunks of 
sto~y or metallic material 
from space that survive the 
searing trip through earth's 
atmosphere to strike the 
surface. Scientists believe 
they are remnants of the 
solar system's formation 4.5 
billion years sgo and may 
provide valuable clues to the 
origin of the planets. 
Achondrites bear a clc~er 
resemblance toearth rocks, 
tl~articuiarly igneous types, 
n nil other meteorites. 
The new specimen is com- 
posed of 55 per cent olivine, 
35 per cent pyroxene and 
eight per cent maskelynite. 
OKLIVINE AND 
PYROxENE ARE 
IRON,MAGNESIUM 
SILICATES FOUND EX- 
TENSIVELY IN EARTH 
ROCKS. Maskelynite is a 
form of the glassy mineral 
feldspar. 
Mason said the conversion 
of feldspar to maskelynite 
had to have occurred in 
space under great pressures 
~rom a tremendous hock. 
He speculated that the shock 
must have come from the 
t~,' ~ ,  
There was one-lane traffic only on Haisla Bridge, in 
Kltimat, Thursday evening during shift change when 
this 1975 maroon Dodge caused a traffic tie-up by 
ending uv on the sidewalkl Driver of the car was 
Computer Operstor -
$900DOE. Terrace Mustbe 
able to work Sat, end Sun. 
Some xperience r quired. -
32 IBM. 
Stenographer- $600 - $800 
DOE. Terrace. Legal ex- 
per ience pre fer red .  
Minimum 2 years office, 50 
w.mp. typing & dictaphone. 
SCALER - Union. Terrace. 
Permanent, full-time. Must 
be fully experienced. Prefer 
coast liceme. 
Instructors - $9.00 hour. 
Terrace. Instructors for 
specific topics in home skills 
(Include,,handyman) Arts & 
Crafts, Academic, •
Vocational, General interest 
and self help. 
TEACHER- Negotiable. 
Terrsce-Iskut. Grade 6 & 7. 
Transportation included in 
salary. 1 Years probation 
Teacher of Hearing - Im-  
pa i red .  Neg. Terrace. Must 
be B.C. Certified. 
Regktered Nurse - $1124 
month. Terrace. Care of 
patients in ICU maintenance 
equipment. Responsible 
to head nurse. Shift work 8 
percent ,VP. Room and 
• ~ard provided at cost. 
Clerk Typist III - $9~5, 
Terrace. To process civil & 
criminal documents, answer 
enquiries etc. 
Head Cook - $I,I00 - $1,300 
per month, Terrace, Must 
be experienced. Days and 
hours vary. 
COCKTAIL WAITRESS - 
D.O.E. Terrace. Shift work, 
prefer experienced. 
BABYSITTING VACAN- 
CIES - Interested applicants 
for babysitting vacancies 
must be registered with 
• Canada Employment Centre 
& provide at least 2 letters of 
reference. 
hour, Stewart. Must have 
Immze medal, must haw 
national l fe riving award or 
equlvalent, 
TYPING INSTRUCTOR 
$9.00 hr. Terrace. Must be 
fully able to teach typing at 
level of basic typin~ in- 
termndiats or advance. 
CLERICAL INSTRUCTOR - 
W,00 hr. Terrace. To teach a 
clerical "refresher" course. 
Must have  thorough 
knowledge of clerical field. 
Journal Clerk CasMer - $675 
ms.  Negota ib le .  Ter race .  
Must have 40.45 typing 
prefer financial background. 
Computer Operator- 1850 - 
$1200 ms. DOE. Terrace. 
Perman~t fulltime. Must 
be experienced on IBM 
System 32 - Must be IBM 
trained. Operate 3741 
Keypunch. 
'Baker - $7.00 per hour to 
start. Terrace, Permanent 
full time. Must have ex- 
-erience, 
DINING ROOM WAITRESS 
- $3.5044.00 D.O.E. Terrace. 
Night shift. Prefer ex. 
perishes. 
COOK SEA FOODS 
Negotiable, $1,200.00. 
Terrace. Must be fully ex- 
perienced. Evening shifts. 
Plumber - Union Rate. 
Terrace, Must be Jour- 
neyman & have residenttal- 
conunerelai experience. 
SECRETARY- STENO - 
D.O.E. Terrace, Must have 
2-3 years minimum ofrice 
related business experience. 
50 wpm minimum, high 
degree of accuracy, dlc- 
taphona or shorthand. 
WAITER or WAITRESS - 
$4 .08  per hour. Terrace. 
Pemument full.time. Must 
be 19 years of age. Must be 
ex~rienced and have a neat 
appearance. Must be mature 
and responsible. 
Cook - 4.00 Hr. Terrace. Shift 
work .  Exper ienced  In  
complete meals & short 
order & banquets. 
SHEETMETALWORKER- 
Union..Terrace. Must be 
journ_eyn~! ~. equivalent 
experience. 
First Aid Attendnt- 8,01 Hr. 
Terrace. B ticket or better. 
Camp Job, Free B & R. 
Head Cook - $5.00 per hour. 
Terrace. Permanent full 
t ime. .  Must be fully ex- 
perienced and familiar with 
food costing, staff super- 
vision. References required. 
CLAIMS STENOGRAPHER 
- $1,014.36 per month. Must 
have Gr. IS, must have 60 
wpm dictatyping & adding 
machine xperience. Prefer 
office experience & 
knowledge of Medical ter- 
minolngy. 
The New York General Post Office handleJ 20 million 
pieces of mail every day. 
~[WjP.- 
/ 
/ ,  
Serafin Mader]os, of 73 Mallard St., Kitimat, who was 
said to have emerged uninjured by the accident. 
Onlookers aid the car was a writeoff. Police are in- 
vestigating. 
• .Seven graduating students 
from Caledonia 8enlor 
Secondary 8chool were 
awarded Ministry of 
Educat ion  Prov inc ia l  
scholarship awards of t i00 
each for academic 
achievement on the 1978 
government scholarship 
exPnls, 
..The results were the best 
for Caledonia Sr. See. in the 
prov inc ia l  scho larsh ip  
examinatious, in seven years 
-' since 1F/I. 
..TerraCe Beard of School 
Trustees and the teaching 
staff at C.S.S, expressed 
themselves as being meat 
delighted with the results. 
. .Exams are marked on a 
scale of 1 to 9 - 9 being the 
highest. Students must 
receive a pass mark in 
English composition and an 
average of6 in three subjects 
and a grade of not less that 5 
in any subject written. 
. .Extra help is available to 
students from subject 
teachers. 
ROMP Shot 
FLOREN(~EVILLE, N.B. 
(CP) - -  An RCMP officer 
from the Florenceviile 
detaciunent was shot and 
seriously wounded Sunday, 
police said. 
Details were not im- 
mediately available but the 
shooting and serious nature 
of the officer's injuries were 
conflrned by RCMP here and 
at Now Brunswick 
headquarters in Fred- 
ericton. 
Tourist Alert 
VANCOUVER (CP) - -  
Sunday's tourist alert issued 
bYnskthe RCMP. Following are 
ed to contact he nearest 
RCMP detachment for an 
urgent, personal message: 
Christian Bergholz of Cal- 
gary. 
George Cleliand of Ed- 
monton. 
Deborah Jo Harris of Part- 
land. 
John Lueluk of Edmonton. 
Then Yon Laussenberg of
Germany. 
Prison 
.,i.. 5 i f -S in  . . . . .  
DORCHESTER, N.B. 
(CP) - -  A sit-in by prisoners 
at the federal penitentiary 
here has ended, Robert 
Brown, a memher of the 
prison administration, said 
Sunday. 
He said the 160 prisoners 
gave up their demonstration 
peacefully at about 1 a.m. 
Sunday and went back to 
their cells. 
Dorchester officials made 
no concessions to the 
prisoners in keeping with 
federal penitentiary rules 
which forbid making deals 
wi th  demonst ra t ing  
prlaonors. 
The prisoners began the 
sit-in last Tuesday to protest 
a decision to place a 
lte~n~temOner, charged with at- 
ptlng to assault a prison 
officer, in a segregated cell. 
The prisoner was found 
guilty on the charge Friday 
and was ordered to serve 30 
• days in solitary and lose part 
of his earned period of 
remission of sentence. 
Pit Fall 
LEWISTON, N,Y.'(CP) - -  
Veronica Tennant and 
Clinton Rothwell of the 
National Ballet of Canada 
escaped serious injury 
Saturday when they fell 
three metres into the or- 
oheatra pit during a per- 
formance of La Fille Mal 
Gardea at Artpark, near 
here. 
Rothwell, carrying Miss 
Tennant on his shoulders, 
was backing up when he 
misjudged his steps and fell 
into the pit. 
Rothwell was treated for 
minor injuries and released 
from hospital. Miss Tennant, 
who landed on top of Roth- 
we]], was unharmed. The 
~ rfonnance at the outdoor entre was cancelled after 
• the accident. 
Wedding 
Break 
OTTAWA (CP) - -  In a 
break with tradition the 
GovernorGenerai's aide-de. 
camp got married Saturday 
without losing his position at 
Government House. 
Capt. Robert Smith of 
Hs~lhtx received special 
permission from Gev.-Gen. 
Jules Leger to marry Capt. 
Bells LoBlanc of Shediac, 
N.B., both in their late 20s. 
Scholarship Winners Were Six To One In Favour of Girls 
Mary Yiota Anagnonteu 
daughter of Alexandra 
and J im Anagnontou 
3232 Atwood 
Philip Fredrick Andersen 
son of Lloyd and Leona 
Andersen 
4507 North Sparks St. 
Deanna Maureen Cain Dianne Gall Flury 
daughter of Frances and daughter of Hilkka and 
James Cain Gerald Fiury 
4110 Skoglund Drive 4909 Gair Ave. 
Karen  E l izabeth Ann 
MoRse 
daughter of Ruby and 
Raymond McRae 
4090 Subsation Ave. 
Mani  Slngh 
daughter of Balbir and 
Satwant Singh 
4738 Walsh Ave. 
Patdc la  Diane Thomson 
daughter of Mrs. Donna 
Thomson 
4623 Lowr ie  Am,. 
VATICAN 'CITY (AP) - -  
The Roman Catholic Church 
ended its sine-day mourning 
period for Pope Paul VI on 
Sunday with an Eastern Rite 
Mass In St. Peter's Basilica, 
and a U.S. cardinal said the 
field of candidates for the 
papacy is open. 
The official mourning 
period ended with a Mass 
said in Armenian by 
Patriarch Remaoagh Pier 
Ghedighian before 2,o00 
worshippers. The patriach 
lauded the late pontiff, who 
Mourning Ends. |leetion of Mew Pope Begins Friday 
died of a heart attack Aug. 6, are exchanging ideas and on who is considered present. Their average age ternnon, with a majority of 
for his efforts to bring peace information about eligible." is 66. twothirds plus. one needed 
to wartorn Lebanon. 
During the mourning 
period, which began with the 
pontiff's burial last Satur- 
day, an estimated 500,000 
pilgrims knelt and prayed 
before the simple tomb of the 
pope in the grotto of the 
basilica. 
Cardinal John Krol of 
Philadelphia said that while 
awaiting Friday's opening of 
the conclave that will choose 
a successor, the cardinals 
background experience and 
eapabi]itiea of colleagues, 
delicately steering clear of 
promoting individuals. 
"The field quite open," 
Krol said in an interview. By 
a kind of spontaneous, 
voluntary agreement there 
has been no talk about papal 
preferences. 
On Friday, the cardinals 
will file into the Sistine 
Chapel and open an election 
procedure based on an 800- 
year-old formula modified 32 
times. 
Only cardinals who have 
not passed their 80th bir- 
thday at the moment of entry 
into the conclave can vote. A 
total of 114 of the 129 car- 
NO ADVOCACY dinals are under 80 and 
"There has been no ad- eligible but three are ill so 
vocacy at all, no discussion only 111 are expected to be 
Each cardinal writes his 
choice on a rectangular 
card, then in order of 
seniority approaches an 
altar, kneels, prays for a 
short time and pronounces 
aloud the following oath: "I 
call to witness Christ the 
Lord who will be my judge, 
that my vote is given to the 
one who before God I can- 
sider to be elected." 
Two ballots are held each 
morning and two in the af- 
for election. 
CHANGE POSSIBLE 
H. the balloting is in- 
conclusive after 26 ballots, 
the cardinals can to switch to 
a simple majority plus one, a 
runoff between the two top 
candidates, or they can 
delegate the voting to an 
assembly of nine to 15 car- 
d/nals. 
The winning candidate is 
first asked whether he ac- 
cepts the papacy, and then 
must chose a name. By 
tradition, the new pope won't 
pick his own first name or 
the name Peter. Catholics 
consider St. Peter the first 
and there has never 
a pontiff Peter II. 
At the end of each session, 
puffs of smoke billowing 
from a chimney sticking out 
a window in the Sixti~ 
Chapel will signal the out- 
come--black smoke for 
inconclusive ballots and 
white smcke for the election 
~ a new pepe. 
LONDON (AP) --  Arab 
terrorists, armed with sub- 
machine-guns and grenades 
shot up an Israeli E! AI 
Airlines bus carrying plane 
crew members outside a 
London •hotel Sunday, killing 
a stewardess and wounding 
at least nine other persons, 
Scotland Yard reported. 
One of the terrorists also 
was killed when a grenade 
exploded in his face as El AI 
security men shot it out with 
the attackers, police said. 
They theorized the terrorist 
was shot before he could 
throw the grenade. 
Arab Terrorists till 10 On ELAL Airlines Bus 
Three detectives leaped 
from a squad car and 
arrested a man running 
down a street near the hotel. 
He was handcuffed and 
dragged away screaming. 
Police said they are hunting 
three other men believed to 
have been involved in the 
attack. 
Witnesses, many of them 
Londoners out for a Sunday 
stroll on a summer af- 
ternoon, said they saw 
several armed men "all of 
dark, Middle East ap- 
pearance," running around 
daring the two-minute at- 
tack. 
Scotland Yard declined Liberation of Palestine-- 
comment on the identity of Special Operations. The 
the terrorists, but witnesses caller said the attack was a 
said: "There Was a lot of "last warningagainst use of 
shouting about he PLO." the Israeli airline El AI" by 
CALLED A WARNING 
The .Palestine Liberation 
• Organization is the umbrella 
body controlling various 
Palestinian guerrilla fac- 
tions waging a war against 
Israel to gain control of t e 
holy land. 
Reuters news agency s'ald 
it ad received a telephone 
call claiming responsibility 
for the bombing for the 
Popular Front for the 
travellers. 
El Al's London office said 
four of the wounded were 
airline employees and the 
rest Were apparently either 
hotel guests or passers-by. 
The airline said no 
pasaeagers were involved. 
Commander Jim Nevill, 
head of Scothind Yard's 
crack antiterrorist squad, 
said six of the wounded were 
in critical condition in 
Middlesex Hospital near the 
hotel. 
Nevill told reporters at 
least wo terrorists, possibly 
hacked up by three more, 
launched the attack about 
1:30 p.m. ,(8:30 a.m. EDT). 
They struck when the bus 
carrying about 20 E! AI 
stewards and stewardesses 
l~ulled up outside the luxury 
Europa hotel, near the U.S. 
Embassy in Grosvenor 
Square. El AI crews nor- 
mally stay at the Europa 
during London stopovers. 
All the airline personnel 
were from an El A! Boeing 
747, flight 016 from New York 
to Tel Aviv, which changed 
crews at London's Heathrow 
Airport. 
The terrorists opened up 
with long bursts of fire at the 
bus and lobbed at least hree 
grenades. David Fanlds, the 
doorman at an apartment 
block across the street, said 
the stewardess who was 
killed fell "with the back of 
her head blown off." 
Jim Murray, manager of 
the nearby Running Home 
pub, said one of the 
terrorists, "a chap in green 
shirt, brown tronsem and 
with fuzzy hair," stood coolly 
pulling grenades from a 
haversack and lobbing them 
at the bus. 
"He was just taking the 
stuff out of the bag and 
throwing it," Murray said. 
"God, but he was cool. He 
even dld up his haversack 
before he nonchalantly 
walked off. He didn't even 
run." 
El AI long has been a 
prime Palestlnian terrorist 
target. The last major attack 
on the airline was at Paris' 
Orly airport May 20, when El 
Ai guards and French police 
officers fought a gun battle 
with terrorists attacking 
passengers waiting to board 
an E! A! flight. 
. . . .  Plans 
Partial 
Peace 
JERUSALEM (AP) -- 
Prime Minister Menachem 
Begin said Sunday lm has a 
plan for a "partial but 
permanent" peace 
agreement with Egypt which 
he will diseuss with Egyptian 
President Anwar Sadat and 
President Carter at next 
month's meeting at Camp 
David. 
Begin told reporters after 
Sunday's regular cabinet 
meeting that final decisions 
will b? made next Sunday on 
Israel's strategy and the 
make-up of its delegation to 
the Sept. 5 summit at the 
presidential retreat in 
Maryland. 
The prime minister 
dodged a question about his 
reaction to Washington's 
willingness to be a "full 
partner" in the Mideast 
peace negotiations, aying: 
"Yon must ask the 
Americans" what he phrase 
means. He has . said 
presentation f an American 
plan would not be a good 
idea. 
"I warn against he sub- 
mission of a plan by t e 
United States ince she is not 
a party to the conflict, which 
should be resolved only by 
the involved parties," he 
said in an interview 
published Sunday in the 
government-controlled 
Arabiclanguage daily Ai 
Anba. 
DISCUSSED IDEA 
In the interview and with 
.......... Look'DoOrs, Faro Theatre, 377 Burned Alive 
TEHERAN (AP) --  A fire 
apparently set by Islamic 
extremists tore through a 
theatre in the southwestern 
Iranian pert city of Abadan 
killing at least 377 persons, 
most of them youngsters. 
Police said the theatre's 
only exit had been locked as 
an antiterrorist measure, 
trapping the frantic, 
screaming but helpless 
crowd Saturday night. 
A survivor said many of 
the yictims were trampled to 
death. Authorities said 
between 20 and 40 escaped, 
some through a roof exit. 
Police said the arsonists 
)ourod gasoline around the 
outside of' the theatre, then 
ignited it afer some of it bad 
seeped inside, 
The search for more 
continued Sun~tay s many of 
the victims, burned beyond 
recognition, were buried. 
• Police said entire families 
,were wiped out. 
SUSPECT FANATICS 
Investigators ay they 
strongly suspect the ar- 
sonists were Moslem 
reactionaries opkpoued to 
state-ordered religious 
reforms and to attendance at
movies during the current 
Moslem holy month of 
Ramadan. 
It was a hot, muggy night 
in Abedan, an oil refining 
city of 335,000 on the norther 
tip of the Persian Gulf. The 
crowd had gathered at the 
Rex Theatre to see the 
Persian-language film The 
Reindeer and to ~nape the 
heat in the air conditioned 
hall. Iranians often attend 
movies only to escape the 
heat. 
The fire broke out from all 
sides of the hall, said 
GhalamHussein 
Nemayandeh, 20, who 
escaped with minor burns 
through a roof exit. 
About 10,000 foreigners 
live in Abadan but police 
said none was believed in the 
theatre, which is In a poorer, 
working class district of the 
city. 
The theatre attendant, 
Hamid Payan, was arrested, 
as was owner Aii Naderi. 
Charges were not announced 
but there was speculation 
they might be charged with 
negligence. 
OTHER FIRES SET 
The Shah, MKOHAMMED 
Rezi Pahlavi, in a nessage to 
families of the victims, 
promised severe punishment 
for the arsonists. 
Since Ramadan started 
Aug. 8 extremist religious 
leaders have been ad- 
dressing mass rallies 
throughout the country urg- 
ing Iranians to attend prayer 
sessions at mosques instead 
of watching movies or 
television and not to eat in 
restaurants. Reports from 
Abadan said the fire followed 
such a meeting there. 
jat least six theatre fires 
have been attributed to the 
extremists ince Ramadan 
started. Ramadan isa month 
of fasting during "daylight 
burs for devout Moslems. 
The reactionary Moslems 
stepped up their campaign 
about eight months ago to 
oppose the shah's reforms 
that emancipated women 
and moved control of tracts 
of farmland from Moslem 
leaders to peasants. 
An angry crowd of 2,000 
gathered outside the police 
station a half blck from the 
theatre Sunday to dcnand the 
expulsion of t e religious 
leaders. 
1700 Air Canada Pilots Set For Strike 
TORONTO (CP) --  
Spokesmen for the Canadian 
Air Line Pilots' Association 
say Air Canada's 1,700 pilots 
are expected to go on strike 
at midnight Wednesday 
night. 
reporters after the Cabinet • that the vote will he very 
session, Begin discussed the strongly in favor of a strike." 
idea of a partial agreement, 
The pilots held a national 
strike vote Saturday and al- 
though vote results are not 
expected until today, 
spokesmen say there is no 
doubt a strike will occur. 
Ken Maley, association 
president, said in an in- 
terview Saturday that 
"there's no doubt in my mind 
which has become the main 
theme of his public com. 
ments since U.S.-sponsored 
talks in Dritain a month ago 
between the Israeli and 
Egyptian foreign ministers. 
Israel wang full peace 
treaties, Begin said, bet ff 
" insurmountab le ,  dif- 
ficulties" block agreement 
on treaties with the Arabs, 
"Israel will be prepared to 
des with partial, permanent 
agreements ... the idea is. 
that we will create con- 
ditions for peaceful 
relations, which are very 
important even before you 
sign peace treaties." 
"I will r bring a direct, con- 
crete project connected with 
the idea of agreaments-- 
partla but permanent-- 
when we meet with the two 
presidents." 
If a strike does occur, it 
would be the flint in the 
association's 41.year bistory. 
"We've had strike votes 
before, but we've always 
managed to settle them," 
Maley said. "But l'm not 
very optimistic this time." 
Capt. Norman Foster, 
chairman of the 
assoc ia t ion 's  master  
executive committee, said in 
an interview that he thinks a 
strike would be a long one. 
"I would advise 
passengers to start making 
changes in their travel plans 
if they have Air Canada 
reservations beyond mid- 
night Wednesday:" he said. 
The pilots, who have been 
without a contract since Jan. 
1, are seeking a one-year 
contract under anti-inflation 
board controls. The airline 
has offered a three-year 
contract. 
The association is also 
tremely reasonable in saying 
a~one-year contract and the 
merger of the Nordair list is 
manadatory for us for ob- 
vions reasons," 'Foster said. 
He also said he did not be. 
lieve pickets would be neces- 
sary. 
"We just won't be flying," 
seeking a merger 
seniority of pilots from 
Nordair with Air Canada. 
The merger of the two air- 
lines was approved by the 
Canadian transport com- 
mission last month but the 
decision is being appealed by 
the Ontario government. 
"We think we are being ex- 
of he said. "It will get very 
quiet around the airport." 
A spokesman for Air 
Canada said there was 
nothing the airline could say 
until results of the strike vote 
are known. He added that it 
was the airline's hope that 
passengers would not be 
inconvenieoced. 
B.i). Hydro Bus Drivers Return to Work 
VANCOUVER (CP) - -  assigning drivers to speclllc turned over operation of the strike began when one senior 
British Columbia Hydro bus routes. The drivers dofied an spare board to the company spare board man was told by 
drivers at the city's main LRB order Friday to return but drivers c laimed the a supervisor he could not 
transit depot were back on to work. company was ignoring choose his route. 
the job early Sunday after The issue wan to have gone seniorlty in assigning duties. 
obeying a second B.C. Labor to arbitration in two weeks The driver said he would 
Relations Board order to but Ed Peck, vice-chairman A dispute over th~ spare refuse to work if he could not 
return to work. of the LRB, said meetings board sparked a we~k,long select his own route, and the 
The LRB i~ned a formal now have been scheduled for strike last spring. ~);; other drivers walked out in 
back-to-work order Saturday Monday in an attempt to iron The drivers aid the latest sympathy. 
evening after bus service out.tTocodural problems. 
here and to some surroun- IJ~.~on spokesman A! 
dang municipalities was Ashton said Sunday that no 
halted by the drivers '~ job action was planned F - ' / , , . -~ :  'e~,  -~ot~ ~ . ,Iw.~ 
walkout, pending ,o lut ion of tha ] .""  ~- - -~ '  I ? / . . |  . . . .  _ ~.~,,s,,,,vco,,;~ ~'~-. --.. '-~.~I~"-'~M ~' ' l l  
The strike by the drivers, spare board issue. [ - (~ .~ ~ C. f ~A,,¢ t~T~ : ~" ~ '~ '~ -. 
membersofthe The strike action came on ~..__. ~ , - -~ ' ,~  
Amalgamated Transi t  thefirstdayof~benewspere I . . . .  ~_ .~- '~- . _ - - . -~  . ." 
Union, began Friday in a board operation, negotiated Some say that whatever one is doin0 at first si0ht of 
dispute over operation of the in the recent contract. 
spare-board system of ' In the contract, the union the new moon. he will continue to do all month. 
Snake wasn't Xct  
LA TUQUE, Que. (CP) -- Le Grand Melvin, a 25- 
year-old entertainer who specialized in daredevil 
stunts, was strangled by his 2½-nletre-long boa con- 
stricter before a stunned audience of 150 people at  La 
Tuquois club here early Sunday. 
Gaetan Grenon, manager of the club, said Le Grand 
Melvin, whose real name was Jean Guy LeClair, was 
completing his first act of the night shortly after  
midnight Saturday night when the snake suddenly 
wrapped itself around his neck. 
"He always ended his act byplay ing around with 
two snakes, the larger boa anda  smaller cobra," 
Grenon said in a telephone interview from the club. 
"He was rolling on the floor with them when he 
seemed to miss a reflex and the boa wrapped around 
his: neck :' ' 
Grenon said he ran up to the stage and cut the boa's 
head off with a knife. 
" I t  wasn't a pleasant thing to have to do but I had 
little choice. Unfortunately, Le Grand Melvin was 
already dead." 
ODDITIES 
ALBUQUERQUE, N.M. 
(AP) --  Modern architecture 
may spell the death of the 
ticker tape parade. 
Albuquerque off icials 
hoped to stage a ticker tape 
parade for the return of the 
c i ty ' s  t ransat lant i c  
balloonists. But they found 
that the windows of most 
downtown buildings are 
sealed shut -- blocking a 
cascade of ticker tape, 
confetti or anything else. 
So the city welcoming 
committee is looking for 
other ways to welcome home 
balloonists Ben Abruzzo, 
Maxie Anderson and Larry 
Newman. 
The three landed the 
Double Eagle II in France 
Thursday after crossing the 
Atlantic, the first successful 
balloon crassing in history. 
LOS ANGELES (AP) -- 
It's only 41 kilometres from 
Long Beach to Santa 
Catalina Island, but it's too 
far for an amphibious car 
without a fill-up. 
Howard Singer, a 37-year- 
old La Julia man, completed 
the crnlse-believed to be 
the first for an amphicar to 
the island-- during the 
weekend, requiring eight 
hours and one stop for gas. 
The amphicar an out of 
fuel 11 km from shore, and 
Singer used a raft to float 
around the vehicle and refill 
its tank. 
McDOWELL, Va. tAP) - -  
They say White Eagle is a 
gentleman. He recently 
retired from active military 
service, and will live in 
McDoweli in Highland 
County. 
White Eagle is a hm'se-- 
one of the team that pulled 
the funeral caisson of John 
F. Kennedy. 
Retired from government 
duties, ho's being cared for 
by the McDowell Volunteer 
Fire Department to raise 
money for a firehouse. 
Hunt Mountie Shooter 
FLORENCEVILLE, N.B. (CP) - -  A police manhunt 
was continuing late Sunday for the occupants of a car 
seen fleeing the scene where an RCMP officer was 
shot and seriously wounded earl ier in the day. 
The shooting occurred at about 5 p.m. EDT on the 
Transcanada Highway, Just north of this vil lage 80 
kilometres northwest of Fredericton, after the officer 
stopped a car bearing New Brunswick license plates. 
The officer was taken to hospital in nearby Bath, 
N.B., where surgery was performed. 
S. Sgt. Fred Barton of RCMP prov inc ia l  
headquarters in Fredericton said late Sunday he did 
not know exactly what had happened or how many 
men were in the car being sought. 
He said he did not know where the officer had been 
hit or what type of weapon had been used. The officer 
was alone at the time the car was stopped. 
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More than a full month before the Edmonton 
Commonwealth games; magazine (Macleans, 
Chatelaine) and newspaper columnist and 
writer, Allan Fotheringham, was predicting that 
Canada -...should finish top over England and 
Australia and the nationalistic totting up of 
points and medals." 
Well, time has proven Allan knew what he was 
talking about - in this instance anyway. 
More interesting than prophesy, however, 
perhaps, is how the little guy arrived at that 
conclusion." 
"Canada" he says, "is the easy rider of in- 
ternational sport, piggy-backing off coaching 
talent from abroad. Who coached Canada at 
Montreal?" (where Canada came in 11th. over 
all) 
"Head track coach (for Canada) Lynn Davies 
was lured from Wales. Sprint coach Gerard 
Much was hired from Poland. Derek Boosey 
came from England. Weights coach Jean-Paul 
Baert was imported from France. Tudor Bom~ 
came from Romania to coach rowing, assismo 
by Kris K0rzeniowski from Poland. Basketball? 
Jack Donahue, Steve Konchalski and Brian 
Heaney from New York. 
"The two cycling coaches were from Britain" 
Allan Fotheringbam goes on, "the manager 
from Holland. Fencing? From Romania. 
Women's volleyball? Korea. Handball? 
Moroeoo. Water polo? Hungary. Swimming? 
Australia, England and Scotland." 
"in all, 27-professional coaches muggled in 
from abroad to do what we can't do ourselves." 
.The pixie-ish columnist behind the hor- 
nrimmed spectacles tells how it all came about, - 
• • . . q . 
thin deem|on toup the ratmg of Canada's athlet|c 
standing in world sport. It all began, he says, 
with "Ottawa's quiet decision to get into state- 
supported jockdom" back in 1972, when John 
Munro was Canada's Minister of Health. This 
was "...accelerated by Marc Lalond", who 
suoceeded Munro to that post. 
"...we now have our own czarina of sport, the 
statuesque and ambitious Ions Campagnelo who 
hopes to ride her portfolio f fitness and amateur 
sport right into the prime minister's chair. 
"In 1970 Ottawa spent $5 million to subsidize 
sport. This year the budget is ~ million" 
(Editor's Note: Far less than a tenth of what it 
cost to build the Olympic stadium in Montreal) 
But even critic Fotheringbam had to admit it 
was worth it. 
"The results how"' he said. In the 1972 
1Ollym. pics, Canada was ranked 21st; in Montreal, 
"Ottawa now mails cheques to any Canadian 
athlete who ranks in the top 16 in the world. 
Going into the 197~. Olympics, there were only 40 
Canadians at that level. By 1976 there were 137. 
The highest paid "amateur" in Canada is 
Graham Smith, the Edmonton breastroker." 
Obviously, Fotheringbam sees dangers ahead, 
for such a course. 
He warns: 
"The extent of the government umbilical cord 
can be seen by the fact that a year before, Bruce 
Kidd,. the radicalized long distance star, 
suggested Canadian Olympic athletes go on 
strike since they were being used by the state for 
political purposes. When 60 per cent of the 
athletes supported him, Ottawa upped the ante 
and the cheques increased." • 
What kind of dangers, apart from the obvious 
'commercialization' f amateur sport, does the 
Maclesn's writer See, for Canadians? 
"A functionary in the Campagnolo camp", he 
says, "talks of the next possible step: the 
selection of "good stock", biologically selected" 
possibly having to be removed from 'harmful 
influences' that could include their own parents. 
"Professor Eric Bannister of Simon Fraser 
University has done pioneering work that would 
enable experts to choose children for various 
fields of athletic excellence" suggesting a world 
"in which top athletes might be bred like prize 
horses." 
,Valeri Borsov" Fotheringham writes, by way 
of proving what • mightbe ahead for Canada, 
, ,  • • Russmn double-sprmt champion in the 1972 
Olympics, was chosen from prospects by 
computer, which, predicted his performance to
within three 100ths of a second." And, "The 20- 
yr. old star of the Russian basketball team, 
seven-foot-four-inch Vladimir Tkachenko, was 
isolated for training at 12. We've found 15 - yr. - 
old Kelsall. Edmonton is the turning point. We 
can do it." says Fotheringbam. But, he asks, 
"Do we want to?" 
If Canacllan hockey is any criterion, Allan, We 
have been doing just exactly that, for years.! 
And, agam, grudgingly but phllosol)hically, 
Canada-watcher Allan Fotheringham, who has 
been known to add a dash of humour to his bit- 
ters. a~:rees: "Say what you like about Ottawa, - 
it m'akes a damri good athletic supporter." 
OnAWA OFFBEAT 
By Riohard Jaokson 
Ottawa, -You had to see it to believe it. 
There before your very eyes was Conservative 
House Leader Walter Baker, MP for Grenville- 
Carleton, walking a public service picket line. 
For an hour and a half. 
Posing for picktures. 
Giving interviews. 
Walter Baker is no ordinary Conservative 
Member. 
Not only is he his party's House Leader - the 
political opposite number to Privy Council 
President Allan MacEacben, Liberal "floor 
boss" in the Commnons - but by his very position 
in the Opposition acinch to make the Cabinet as 
one of its senior members, should the Con- 
servatives win the oncoming election. 
Win, that is, despite themselves. 
For can you imagine, one. of the top Tories 
parading himself in a public service picket line, 
backing demands that the government break in 
advance its Anti-Inflation Board wage guidelines 
and award a 16 percent increase to one of the 
public service unions! 
In effect¢lining up, ag~t.~the taXl~,yers with 
"th--r~tening a national strike unl~s's ~e  govern- 
ment backs off Bill C-28. 
This legislation, Bill C-28, is the first time since 
former Prime Minister Lester Pearson gave the 
public service the right o strike that he Liberals 
have had the courage to stand up to the unions. 
The Bill would: 
- Counter strikes with lockouts. 
- Prohibit strikes among essential public 
services during and until 21 days after an 
election campaign. 
- Prohibit union membership to public ser- 
vants making in excess of $33,500' annually. 
- In some way, curb the inflation factor of 
indexed public service pensions. 
Lester Pearson, a prime minister who in the 
opinion of many on Parliament Hill did the 
country more damage in his five years of weak, 
minority government than all other government 
leaders in the 111 years since Confederation, 
swore to the dubious taxpayers that public 
servants were "just too responsible to strike, 
ever." 
Pearson brought in biculturalism and 
bilingualsim too. 
And you know what has happened since. 
National unity endangered. 
And strikes almost a way of life in the public 
service. 
Particularly in the Post Office where it is all 
but an annual rite. 
So, running up to the election, the Liberals, 
who know their numbers, easily figure that 13 
million taxpayers outvote one million public 
servants. 
They are urgently aware too that these same 
13 million taxpayers are seething with rage over 
strikes, pay, pensions, perks with which the 
public service leads the inflation parade. 
Instant reaction: Bill C-28, a double-whammy, 
appeasing the taxpayers and sticking it to the 
greedies on the government payroll. 
Treasury Beard President Bob Andras cooked 
it up and served itpiping hot to Parliament. 
And the Conservatives? 
Suicide prone, as always, they objected. 
Former Conservative Postmaster General 
Walter Dinsdale defended the postal workers, 
pleading they were more to be pitied than 
punished by Bill C-28. 
And Walter Baker parades with public service 
pickets. 
How crazy can the Conservatives be? 
Just to certify the Tory insanity, the Public 
Service Alliance comes out with the naked threat 
that unless Bill C-28 is killed, "we must prepare 
for the pcssnbflity of a national strike." 
Winnipeg Conservative MP Dan McKenzie and 
a few other sane and cool Consevative heads 
want o hang as tough as - or even tougher than - 
- the Liberals on the public service issue. 
But it'll be Walter Baker the taxpayers 
remember. 
Ear plugs 
for campaign 
commercials 
Anti-nausea pills for 
stomaching campaign__~ ~ 
speeches . . 
Shovel for'all that bull X 
they'll throw at you 
Fat wallet for he lp ing~,~ 
ay the $50 mi l l i on~ 
cost of election ~ , ~  
, . \ \  
Incinerator 
for the 
flood of 
pamphlets 
Boots for kicking over 
candidates' signs on 
your property 
• • 
Do-it-yourself brain 
• .J' surgeon's kit for 
, :: .~,~. keeping an open mind 
For reminding yourself 
what he politicians see 
you as 
Pin, blindfold and list 
of candidates for 
making sound, 
well-thought-out 
decision on who to 
" vote for 
Paper for writing down 
L all the campaign 
prondses, I "~,;~ 
DOt i 'T  I rO~tT  &WNI(U[  
To I t  T/kiU~ FOP, & 
~,tgF. U4 \ 
;ign for discouraging 
door-to-door 
candidates 
Survival gear for the ooming deotbn 
Letters to the edit()r 
To: The Editor 
• We have read your 
editorial "The Shame of 
Terrace" with interest. 
Few would disagree with 
the statement hat, the 
streets and sidewalks of 
Terrace are in 'deplorable 
condition - garbage abounds 
everywhere. 
It in unfortunate you were 
unable to make your point 
without offering snide 
remarks about the small 
effort being made to clean up 
our town by the "few dainty 
damsels sauntering about 
with nail painted .pinkies". 
Weare not dainty, we don't 
saunter and who paints their 
nails to pick up garbage? 
Try to get your point 
across without involving 
personalities - more people 
might read your paperl ' 
Operation Piteh-ln 
EDITOR'S Comment: 
Our remarks were based on' 
observations of two young 
women walking along Kalum 
Street carrying a plastic 
garbage hag, with no visible 
street cleaning equipment 
with them- Just their fingers 
to pick up refuse. They may 
have had n broom. The 
sidewalk they were "picking 
up" was (is) 25 per cent 
covered with dirt and gravel 
washed own from a vacant 
corner lot; dirt that some toll 
me has been undisturbed for 
over a year, at the corner of 
Ks]tun and Lskeise. 
The girls pas~ed by the 
entrance to the Winteriand 
store, in front of which a pile 
of glass still remains though 
it burned out several months 
ago. 
It may come as a surprise to 
some, but street cleaning is 
anart hat requires training. 
It Is not something that you 
can - dare I say - pick up - 
overnight, There is a right 
and wrong way to use {and 
even to store} a broom. To 
me, it eeemed a case of using 
a light sports car where a 
truck was needed. We think 
we are far from "sexist" -
check our editorials for 
confirmation. We do not 
think street cleaning should 
be a Hit or Miss affair. We 
didn't intend to change 
Operation Pitch-ln to an 
"Operation-word-that- 
rhymes-with-it- In". Our 
apologies. 
Dear Sir: 
I would like to question 
several points raised in your 
Editorial of August 17, 1978. 
" . . .Pregnant  women 
are...an embarassment to
the business world." - Only if 
you manufacture birth 
control devices. Otherwise I 
imagine that it would be an 
emharassment only to the 
businessman i volved, if 
any. 
"...the woman becomes a
second class citizen, etc." 
Surely it is unfair to make 
generalizations like this 
paragraph does. Men also 
help with much of the work 
outlined here, as well as 
keeping a job. Most people 
are first class citizens and 
remain so, no matter what 
work they do. 
"A man's salary is mostly 
for himself." Certainly there 
are a few men like that. And 
just as'certainly there are a 
few women of the same type. 
"The very process of tire 
changing is made for men, 
not women." The weights 
and forces required in 
changing a tire are dictated 
by engi~neering parameters, 
not by; any idea of sexism. 
"Seg~s .... a man's game," 
It still•fakes two.to play. 
The point on clothing and 
cosmetics - much of the 
society which de~flands a
woman purchase cosmetics 
and flimsy clothing is a 
feminine society. Women 
look just as well in slacks 
and sweatere as men do. It 
appears to he more of a 
matter of personal choice. 
There are. unfortunately, 
still inequalities in pay decades, many European 
scales and job opportunities, cars were made with 
Working together will 
change this. Feelings of guilt 
or self.pity will not. 
Yours truly 
D.F. Varner 
Editor's Reply: 
Couldn't agree more - but 
then, you and I are males. 
One exception, though - 
about he tire changing. For 
automatic jacks" that could 
lift any wheel for tire 
repairs, from inside the car. 
An impact wrench that can 
remove and ~repiace wheel 
lu8 nuts, that plugs into the 
cigarette lighter, that any 
woman could operate should 
be within the realm of 
possibility, but I have yet to 
see one, 
If You're A Woman 
Be thankfui you don't live in Africa. 
The magazine Chatelaine has published in 
Canada for more than 51 years, and is accepted 
as reflecting the Canadian way of life- especially 
for women. Usually, it is considered con- 
servative, as womens magazines go. 
In this months (August) issue under "What's 
new" it tells how that most important part of a 
woman's genitals - the clitoris - was not men- 
tionable in any type of dictionary or book or 
reproduced in any work of art - until the 
beginning of this century. "There were penises 
galore, but the clitoris was ignored, 
probably...because for the male it had no value." 
This, the woman gynecologist, quoted as the 
authority in the article, suggests, is because of 
Sigmund Freud, who always referred to female 
genitals- as  deficient and inferior. 
"Thanks to this kind of thinking," says Dr. 
Lise FoXier (the professor of gynecology, U. of 
Montreal) surgical removal of the clitoris is still 
practiced on young irls in many parts of Africa. 
In 1970 it was even recommended by the 
Egyptian minister of health as it would "relieve 
their sexual drive" and, about 80 percent of rural 
Egyptian girls were then having the operation 
(clitoridectomies). 
"In Kenya, President Jomo Kenyatta, a few 
years ago, remarked that no man with ram, 
would marry a girl who had not has tree 
operation." 
Anyone for Kenya - or Egypt? 
Eurooan Please Note: 
Whoever writes the "Career Opportunities" 
(that's 'Help Wanted' in working man's 
language) for Eurocan Pulp & Paper Co., Ltd. - 
is a pretty civic-minded person, and obviously a
Kitimat community booster. Except for one 
thing. 
In an advertisement i  Saturday's Province of 
two column width by six inches in length, ad- 
vertising for a "Senior Day-Shift Supervisor" 
with a "...comprehensive background and ex- 
perience in all phases, of sawmill operations 
including supervisory experience", the ad- 
writer gave this description of the location: 
"Kitimat is an expanding community of13,500 
people and is ideally suited for a growing family., 
The city boasts a modern well equipped hospital 
and a full range of recreational facilities in- 
cluding fishing, hiking, skiing, snowmobiling, 
and marine facilities for boating enthusiasts. 
There are four shopping centres, a five 
channel cable vision service and" (get this) 
"daffy newspaper service from Vancouver." 
Not that it matters; perhaps we are Overly 
sensitive. But would it not be of some importance 
to a pros~tive applicant to a,dd: "Ther~ ~s also 
a local =,/,;d~ly:..~n%e@spa"#;Y: ,, l~l /~veekly 
newspaper, and a 'shopper'/'., And, not. that We 
want to be 'picky' - but we wonder how 'fishing, 
hiking and snowmobiling' can be classed under 
'recreational facilities'. 
l]heokini The Addition 
Visiting Prince Rupert, and chatting with their 
charming librarian, Stepbanie Perzecanski - 
whose husband and children are all successful 
doctors in B.C., I was asked about he planned 
extension of the Terrace Public Library, to 
which I had to confess ignorance. 
A preliminary inquiry, on my return, indicates 
that a referendum for an addition to the Terrace 
Public Library was passed, virtually unopposed, 
last Fall, but that so far, there seems to have 
been no start made on the co~truction. 
Since last year's referendum, any starts and 
much progress has been made on commercial 
projects costing many millions, in Terrace, 
including the nine-million dollar Skeena Mall, 
Gim's Restaurant and Manuel's Restaurant, and 
a new Terrace Equipment building, which is now 
in use. 
Free access by the public to the best and 
widest ranges of literature and art is an accepted 
necessity for every city that wishes to balance its 
material growth with its intellectual develop- 
ment. 
The reasons behind the delay of the library 
expansion might need looking into so that any 
further postponements can be avoided and the 
public, who have voted the funds for the project, 
will not be kept waiting any longer than 
necessary for the service to which they, and their 
families, are entitled. 
, ,m , i 
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NFL-0.J. 's knee strong 
! 
By THE CANADIAN PRESS • Buffalo 23-13, New York .talent gap between the two and Mnsi Tatupu propelled 
O.J. Simpson says his kee Giants dumped jiittsburgh teams appeared bigger than New England past Kansas 
isst~ong.Butwhatadoutsen Steelers 13-6, Cincinnati the '49era offensive corn- City. 
Francisco '49era who looked Bengais whipped Chica~o munications gap. But the Patriots, still 
so weak against Oakland Bears 27-3, Tampa Hay/ fensive omnunications gap. reeling from the, paralyging 
Raiders? Buccaneers beat ~ew San Francisco go two late injury to wide ~ receiver 
"Communications i the Orleans Saints 14-3, Green toeehdowns as young Steve Darryl Stlngley, received 
key," Simpson said after BeY Packers defeated St. DeBerg scored on a quar- another jolt when star fight 
making his playing debut Louis Cardinals 2-17, terback sneak and passed 21 end, Russ Francis, suffered 
with the '49ers, whose of- jhonsten Oilers upset Dallas yards to Fr~ldie Solomon. a sprained right ankle and 
fence sputtered badly Cowboys 27-13 and New York Stabler's touchdown had to be taken from the fleld 
Sunday in a 31 - 14 National Jets downed San Diego passes went to rookie run. on a ~tretcher. 
~",/'i"".:i~ ! -x~:!5~ti~ Chargers23-10. ning back Arthur Whir- 
At San Francisco, three tlngtou and receivers Cliff 
~" ~:  ...... '~  ~ . . . . .  to) the touchdown passes by Ken Branch and Ray Chester.  :~% . . 
~ Raiders. • Stabler gave Oakland an One-yard scoring dives by 
:...~.;.;,',,>;.:'. ~ "Right now, we l~ven't early 21 - 0 lead, it was 31-0 quarterback Steve Grogan 
~:,::~-~-~;~.:~":+:"~":''~: ~ played long enough w i~ " alter three quarters and the and fullbacks Don Calhoun 
~.~::'.'.~::, ~ each other to get the feeI of 
~ ' .~ '~ thims," he said. "We're 
Elder wins Westehester :¢:~;~ . . . .  going to start eom- ;~:~.::'>:,. , r:..X-!~.: manieating better and play- 
L. . . . .  ~:. '.;.?.m ;'." lng together." 
ii~ > . . . .  :..~ The'49ers are 0-3 and have HARRISON, N.Y. (AP) -  jin position in four times on the way t a 
:.~ , justone more exhibition test, Lee Elder will never play "And it puts me in iesitin 66, Gibby Gilbert, Bob 
.'~ .~ against Denver, before betkter, and be said s imself, wberelhaveanoppertunity Murphy, Alan Tapie and 
,..--:.'~'~ "The last two months l've to help represent the United Dave Eic e berrer. ; :~.  ....... ~/ :~ '  i opening the National 
• Football League season played the best golf of ny States on the Ryder Cup Tapie and Gilbert bad 
~i  ~-~ ~ '  Sept. 3 at Cleveland. life-- probably the best l'II team next year," he said. iclosing 7~s, Eichelberger a ~ .~R .~." . . . . .  " Sunday's game was the ever play," the 44.yesr-o d If he makes it--and he's i71 and Murphy a 69. "~"~':" : :~!~:~,,...'ii first for Simpson since in- Elder said Sunday aRer an almost certain to do soj8be "Jack Nicklaus, only two 
• .* :~  ......... luring his left knee midway almost errrless round of fur- also would be t e first black shots off the pace through 54 
i , ,~ * i i~ il;i~i!~ ' through the 1977 season, his under-par 67victoryhad produced a to play in  the matches holes, couldn't get going. He 
;~ i !  " last with Buffalo Bills, and one-stroke in the rich against Britain's best. fell out of contention with 
• : ~i'~,J~._~" ~.;:;~. he said: "I felt grea, I really Westehester go f tournament "That's something that bogeys on the 12th and 14th 
~ ~' ~, ~: did. I wanted to stay in t e and what Elder called "the has been on my mind for a holes and finished at 72-279. 
~: , .  gane longer." most gratifying moment of .long time," said Elder, who John Mahaffey's two- 
• .~.~._.---~.~ The $733,oo0-per-season mylife." ' won the Westchester with a tournament winning atrm~ 
~.--.=.,~..-:..~.~ . . . . .  ~ star left early in the second He ranked this triumph, 274 total, 10 shots under par ended on a 75-28'I flakh. 
quarter after carrying six his second of the year, ahead on the hilly little 6,$)3 yard Andy North, the U.S, Opean 
times for 2 yards, losing the of the emotion-packed course, champion and defending 
ball once on a fumble and victory at jpensacola, Fla.,. The victory was worth jwestchester titleholder, had ~'~ ~i~ !! ~ dr~pp~ngaperfectpassf~mTe~ar~Whichenab~edhim~£)~8~fr~athetot`pureeof71~253~S~b~ 
: Jim Plunkett, who had a to become the first black to $308,500 and pushed Elder's 
. . . .  ,:~ luckless and frustrating 0- play in the Masters. season's earnings to$46,348, 
= . ,or.,.n da,  d--werer--for Oe .  o* 
~i ~i --' ii:~!:... :.~. i~!:i '~ i / ~ ~ PATRIOTS WIN it. ";!i... "':i'!:i: MKAP,~ Hayes, who was 
In the other game Sunday, ,,, havereachedaroal rve second, one shot back at ~ ,  standings 
' " " New England latriots been wanting for a long, long won $34,200. 
.... : I Whipped Kansas City Chiefs fine," he said. MISSED T BEE 
~*: ~:' :~ i~{" . . . . .  ~ g~-.7... First, he said, the victory Hubert Green, who missed ~ "me C.t.,tt~N Imlm 
:~?"T '* ' '~'  On SaturdaY', gave him entry into the three-four foot putts on the NAT,ON~. L,S~OU~ .... . ~: :~ ~. 
:,i~i~.. * ,  ~,, ...... : " F.~ ..:~.. ~ ~..~ ...... ~ . . . . .  ; . . . . . . . . . . . .  PKHILADELPHIA Eagles World Series of jgklf at 15thandlGth, was third at 70- 
• : ~" "~'~: " "~ ..... : . . . .  defeated Alianta jfalcons 24- Akron, Ohio this fall. He will 276, folinwed by Bill Krat- ~itac~i,, w e~t" p~t.hs .5~°m" 
i i~!~' "~: '  ~i~:  ~' " ~ . .  7, jdkenver Broncos heat be tbe first of his race o play zert,67.277. Tled at 278 were c~ic~o ~.~6 a 
in t e Wrld Series. Dave Stockton, who chipped ~t,..~ ~0 62 .4~2 6 
Terrace Tennis Club President Art Solley presenting' winning the Ladies Doubles in the club's tournament ' ~e~ ss 66.~s 9 
Lesley Corbett and Jean Bentley their prizes for held over the weekend. ' {}an-Am . Louis 52 n .419 is  
New York  50  73  A07 16~,~ 
tourney goes well " Sports Briefs " "  " " " - -  
MOSPORT, OKNT. (CP) sen R'amtsm 71 s~ m 2 Tennis _ ,  an Jones of Australia or<*ma. ~0s~ .s~, Sen ~ego 65 $~ .M4 8 
drove his Chaparral Lola to a A,~a 56 67 .~  t6,~ 
convineingvietorySundayin ~ 56 ~s .m ~7 
The Terrace Tennis Club Jonesdowned the team of 1, 6-1. Jean Bentley took the necklace with a cultured the SCCA CiUcorp Can-Am ~mom 
held its first tournament Bill Fremont. and Craig Ladies singles A event, pearl. Mens runner-ups were series at Mosport Park. RETAINS TITLE game was the second of two ~.~ 
over the weekend, with 25 Mclntyre 6-0, 6-2. emerging victorious ove~ each presented with $5.00 Jones scored runaway vie- ROCCAMONFINA, Italy exhibition matches by the w I. ,,~.m~. 
men, and 6 women taking Lesley Corbett and Jean Lesley Corbett 6-2, 7-6. gift certificates from Jeans tories in both 120 kilometre (AP) -  Italy's France Zurlo Canadians in New Zealand. Barn "m ~s .634 -- 
par.t, The tourney was Bentley teamed up to defeat Inthe singles A event, both North, while the.  lad ies  (75-mile) heats--winning the retained "his European CLINCHES TITLE NewYofk 
divided into A and B events, Diane Cay and Fran Power the mens and ladies received tennis charms, first by a 12 second margin bantam weight boxing title NUERBURGRING, West 69 52 .ms  Milwaukee 69 $3 ~ IP/I 
with the losers of the t int to take the ladies Doubles A champions took home a "It went very well con- and te second by 22 seconds. SKUNDAY WHEN JIKTAL- Germany (Router) -- Kenny Detroit d~ $~ .554 10 
round dropping to the B event. Due to a lack of suf- silver I.D. bracelet, th( sidering it was our first Fellow Australian War- ian challenger Fre, neo Roberts, 26, of jcolffornla, TorontoBaltim°re m64r658m'525~'h31 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  • ~n ~ tournament," commented wick Brown, driving a Team Bugliane failed to come out clinched the 500co title at the . . . . . .  • 
event.,  flclent entries, there was no . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  "-v . . . . . . . . . . . . .  • " nd in ' ' '" e~.frum Jeans" Terrace Tenms ~ .C!ub ~VDS Lo~ fimshed sec 't ,','fot*~:.~e , st~f:~of the 11th wor ld ,  motGrcyc!e'eham:'~';'K~i~d~:~c~;" . ' :  ~JL~ " In',tbe Men~' Doubles B"  ladies D~ ,|esB event,  t gift  rtihcat . . . . . . . . . . .  , , . .  ~ • .,-:. ,:.~, ~ :,." .......... ,'~ -..,~ . . . . . . . .  
"r~.V'~.n.'~, it ;~~'  Mt~'do"~d-"'":: L'Im~l~C :beat~J61IhC~w ~ Nor~he~Idd i~'~ner ' -U  n a ~ :President Art Solley,:' ~But I beth.hearts . . . . . . .  , - t i~ r~n&,':,:, ,. ~,,,..,., , 'i~ibnehlp~ oft'Sunday WitI1 al "' Tv~'-C~'~r~la~' '~ ..... "~0~61ST.~S~'S40~S'~/~ 
";Domiid ~ and, Nell Matheson 6-i, 6-1; 't take homL~"th~ ' tenn~:eha~:m bracelet. : ~ : only wish more women'had  ' The  victory gives ~ones ' ' . third-place, finish in fina Oo~md ~ 64 .~  
defeating John Chow and "MenssinglesBtitie, whilein In the A event Doubles, the entered. I'd also like to thank 2,040 tutal peints in the Can- SIGNS CONTRACT Grand Prix event. Last t~mes~a ~ a .m 12 
Bob Clarkson 6-I, 5-3. In the the Meus singles A event, it mens winners received the Terrace Kinettes for • Am standings after seven PITTSBURGH (AP) -- year's world champion, o~icsgo sl 71 .4re I~ 
Mens' Doubles A eventl was Bill Fremont over Tony silver pens, while the ladies* donating coffee, lemonade, races. Brown is second with Pitcher Jim Rocker has been Berry Sheens of Britain, se~,e Sund~ ~46 77 .3~4 21~/~ 
Gerry Martin and Peter O'Conner, also by scores of G- each acquired a silver and cookies to the players." 1,660 points followed by Al signed to a multi.year 'finished fourth in Sunday's Toronto 6 mnnmota 2 
.Herbert of Warrington, Pa., baseball contract, Pitt- raeetoplacesecondover-all, oev~evd 10o~¢ago I 
, N~i lv~ukee 2 Det ro i t  1 
with 1,70 points, sburgh Pirates of the WILL HAVE SURGERY Kansas cnv 2 Te~s I 
O-enp T e n n i s  Herbert, driving a Lola, National League announced FOXBORO, Mass. (AP) -- CsIifcrnla 1 I~ltimm'e O 
D i b b s  w ins  Can  finis ed fourth and t ird in the Saturday. jenrthandother Paralysed football player Boston 4Oeklaml2 two heats and t ird over-all, terms of the agreement were Darryl Stingley of New New York at Seettle N Salurdw Rmults 
l Jones covered the 120 kilo- not disclosed, but Roaker England Patriots will un- ~nnes~,, s TormtD 0 
' metres in 38 minutes, 25.159 said he is t get a salary in- dergo surgery Wednesday in ~nsas a ,  3 Tern 0 
TORONTO (CP) -- Top- The women's singles second set at 40-15 to force a Gottfried here to get to the seconds in the first heat for crease, California to fuse the fourth o~Icam°a~ann 2e oev,,ands°~m 4 I ' 
seeded Eddie Dibbs of champion was determined third set. final, an average speeed of 184.333 WOMEN'S TEAM LOSES and fifth vertebrae of his Detroit. 6 Mivts~e 4 
Miami, Fla., overcame a Saturday when defending The final game of the On Saturday, Marsikova kilometres an hour (115.208 PALMERSTON NORTH, spine. But the star National c~,~m~a 4 Bamnwe S 
strong bid by 20-ynar-old champtonReginaMarsikova match went to deuce, and and Ruzici duelled on a miles an hour). The second New Zealand (Reuter) -- Football League receiver, seams 4 New York 1 
Jose Lula Clere and fought of Czechoslovakia defeated 'Dibbs had the advantage sweltering centre court for heat took 38:18.506 for a The touring Canadian severely injured Aug. 12 in 
back to beat he Argentinian Virginia Ruzici of Romani 7- when Clerc h i t s  forehand 2x~ hours, and at times it speed of 184.866 km-h women's field hockey team Oakland against the HFL  R0$u l t l  
5-7, 6-4, 6-1 in the men's 5, 6-7, 6-2. shot long, giving the appeared the defending (115.541 m.p.h.), lost 4-0 Saturday to New Raiders, is not expected to , 
singles final Sunday at the Dibbs started off the "American match point, champion might not have the Elliott Fordes-Robinson Zealand. The score might 3how any marked ira- 
Canadian Open tennis match with a flourish, The victory was the energy to complete the drivinr a Spyder jnf-10 was have heon higher but for the provement of his paralysis. 
championships, breaking Clerc at love in the biggest ever for the 25-year- match, fourth and George Follmer solid gealtending of Can- Stingley was beginning his ~ "m= stmnavc'J'Puml~ ptm 
Diblm broke Clerc in the opening game. Clerc hit a old Dibbs, who had already The 19-year-old Marsikova of Pomona,, California., ada's Teresa Tetrou. The sixth NFL season. N,:t. mN~ New ~tem ~ g~ o~, first, third, fifth and deciding hard serve at the Floridlan, won this year what he made complained of dizziness and finished fifth driving a 7 
games of the third set and butDibbs replied by hittinga all last season-- $250,000, at the beginning of the third Prophet. Rowdies 
the Argentinlan's only game hard backhand eresscourt "The turning point of the set was hoping it might rain Gregg Pickett of Alamo, SATU~naV 
eameena se:'vice break in that found the tape on the match came in the second and bring a delay to the Calif., defeated Toronto'~ seasonover , . . .  
the second, sideline, set with the score tied at proceedings. Ludwig Heimrat by a 38- Dmvtr 23 BtM~o l~Phl l~ le l l~ l l °  24 AH~a 7 
The victory for Dibha was The pair held service four," Dibbs said. "I tried to But she broke Ruzici's second margin to win FORT LAUDERDALE, takena 1-01eadat30:31 when ~ c~sm 13 ~ 
worth t31,765 in U.S. funds through to the eighth game get aggressive in that game serve in the third, fifth and Saturday s 160-kilometre Fla. (AP) -- Maurice David Robb converted a Or~Inn~l 27O~caw 3 
and 175 points in the Grand when Clerc brokeDibbs with and it paid off," seventh games of the final (tOO mile) Trans-Am race. Whittle, David Irving and rebeundofa shot by Graham Q'eonTm11113a mvB y 2314St.NewLot~Orl~lrll17 3 
PHxstandings, movinghim theadvantoge, lnthe 12th "I planned to stay back set, then held serviee in the ~ Y~'"  yOU George Best scored in the Paddon. H0t~'tmT/Doil. 13 
into second place behind game, Dlbbs fought off one and make him make the eighth to win the match and opening five minutes of the ' Forty-one seconds after NY Je~ 23 San DiXie 10 
Jimmy Coanors and ahead of set point before hitting a errors," Dibbs said. "I the $6,000 first prize. Ruziei second half Sunday as Fort Whittle's penalts kick, Irving 
Bjorn Borg. backhander that went long, sensed that would work, but took home $3,000. Lauderda le  Str ikers  toaka pass from Gary Jones 
Dibbs had advaneed tothe giving Clere the first set. only when I was ahead 5-1in The last time the pair met, S~W i t  in  defeated Tampa Bay and scored to give the Jockey Steve Donoghu, 
final with a 6-4, 3-6, 7-5 win SERVICE BI/EAK the final set." Marsikova prevailed 7-5, 7-5 Rowdies 3-2 in the first game Strikers the lead. rode 108 consecutive 
over Chris Lewis of New The onlynervice break in Dibbs and Clerc met in the to win the Italian Open. t l~e  Hera ld  o,  e,r  or*h American After Hay Hudson took a 
Zealand in the semi.finals the second set came in the Italian Open, where the Ruzici won the French Open Soccer League semi-fina shot that was stopped by losers, vet also won three 
Saturday while Clere upset ninth game when Dibbs American prevailed easily, earlier this year. match, defender Mike Ccnnell, Best consecutive English DerbieL 
second-seeded Brian. Gott- needed it most. Clerc went Clerc's performance was In the men's doubles final The second game in the scored an unassisted goal at 
fried of Fort Lauderdale, ahead 30-0 in the game, but one of a string of strong Sunday, Tom Okker of the American Conference home. 50:41. The goal was the first 
Fla., 5-7, 7-5, 6-4 to advance Dibbs fought hack with four showings in the last two Netherlands and Wojtek and-home final is scheduled in the playoffs for Best, who ¥¥.V,~.#.~. 
to Sunday's final at centre consecutive points to pullout . months. He is 44th on the Fibak of Poland beat Easy  w in  for Tampa on Wednesday. hasled the Strikers to an 11-3 
court at the York University thebreak, world computer ankings Dowdeswell and Heinz . lrvingwasfouledat45:44, recordsincehewasacquired ,n 1925 Lure Pao-Hwa 
Tennis Centre. Dibbs then held the 10th and beat Colin Dowdesweli Gunthardt of Switzerland 6- giving the Strikers a penalty at midseason from Los of China played 764 
and deciding game in the of Switzerland, Balazs 3, 7-G to take the $10,600 first- MILWAUKEE tAP) -- kick. Whittle kicked it to the Angeles Aztecs. ' games of tennis in 
Taroczy of Hungary and place prize, left, past goalie Winston Du- We; McLeed addqd a last- 
Danny Ongais spent most of Bose. The Rowdies had minute goal for Tampa Bay. one week. 
A t ul-ma-eumres'"ng . .  ,o . ,o  for some competition as he ......... ••..•••••••••....•.••..•.••.•:••••••.•.•.:••.•.:.:.•.•.:•:•:.::•:::.:•:.:.:.:.:••.•.••••:•:.:.:.:.:.:.:•..:•....:•.•.••.•..••••.•..•.••.•• ... .. .,.'.',',' ', , , ,o, , , , . , . . , , . , - , . . ,    • ,   o , , , ,•  . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ., ..,.....,.*.*,%..%%*.,,%%%%*;%%%%%%%. • , . . . . . . .  
Oonnors  w ins  another an easy victory in : ~ ew ,o.o,,,o.,--.,se. Business MEXICO CITY (AP) -- . freestyle and Greeo-Roman 200 for Indianapolis cars. 
Alexei Choumakov ~of the events.. STOWE, Vt. (AP) _ Conners got to deuce and Ongais, who started on the 
Soviet Union, defending . Jimmy Conners over-charged the net to win the pole position with a record Not listed i n  
world and Olympic Greco- The enis American winner powered third seed Tim final points, qualifying speed of 134.933 our 
Roman champion, led off the on the first day was Don Gullikson 6-2, 6-3 Sunday in In the third game, miles an hour, roared across 
world amateur wrest ing Chandler, who pinned the final of a $T5,500 Grand Gullikson, recovered to hold the finish line about eight B 0 Tel Direotor  
championships Sunday by Heinz Lengachet)f Prix tennis tournament, serveasb0thheandCounors seconds ahead of Rick ~ i~ • g g 
defeating Japan's Yoshiteru ~,~vttzerlana- m (fie 180.5- Conners treated the crowd exchanged sets. But Conners Rears. Gordon Johneo~k 
Morlainwl In the 10~.5 pound pound class, to pieture-prfect tennis with rattled off three straight hippedA.J. Foyt for third. A! t~.~) AURORA ANIMAL HOSPITAL. 635.2040 
division. ~oug Yeats ot Montreal driving baseline shots, games, using an assortmnt Umer was fifth, one lap GENERAL FURNITURE- 635-4961 
Competitors frn 41 was pinned by Ion Paunn of slashing cross-courts and a of stinging, ground strokes down. 
, countries are participating Romania' in the opening strong net game. that boomed over the net. Ongais' average speed of 
in the eightday sham- ellmination round of the136.5 Gullikson ever seemed to Gullikson held service in 108.369 m.p.h, was not a f~  WATER LILY, BAy RESORT - 79sJ267 
.d  *he seveo* . .me b* " ' "  
pionshlps in both the together. He had trouble Conners battered him at the periods were called~two f r ~ ~ ~  SKOGLUND HOTSPRINGS ' 798-21:!1 
• getting his first serve in. net. Gnilikson came back to separate minor crashes, eLI'S PLACE • 796.2231 
' ~  When he did c°ntr°l his h°ld C°nn°rs even at three Drivere Dick Si~l'~ and Listed 
service, it was an effective games, as he scored with Spike Gehlhausen'escaped BARNEY - SHOE'S & REPAIR • 43$.3¢9~ 
½~ - ..... -----=/ rot* ~,o-'r ..~ t '~t .b -~- (~, J~<~ weapon, setting up strong passing shots and cross- injury. l c" ~,,  ,,, ~ , '~  play at the net. court backhands. Ongais led most of the I I " PETS BEAUTIFUL-635-92$1 
"~ ~.~'~ " j ~  ,.t; ~ o~" ;~ ....... ~ Conners, the top seed in At 3-3, Conners ripped off way, except during regular ~m~ e r e  ,~ Free - for ONE month courtesy of THE 
t~ r / / JW~L/ I  ~'~"  ~ U ~o-~. . . .  I the tournament, broke the remaining points with pit stops, en route to his 
fl~ ~ . - ~ . . , , ;  .=.. Gullikson in the first game, ease as he hit the baseline fourth victory in 12 starts DALLY HERALD 
. F ~ ~ ~  running up a 15-40 lead with forehands and this season. 6 3 5  6 3 6 7  before Gullikson brought it backhands, and scored with Cliff Hueui of Prince If you wish your Business Phone 
The giraffe has a msximum life span of 30 years-approx" todeuce, serves thatGullikson could George, B.C., driving a BII 
imstely the same as the Neanderthal man during the early The second game was no handle. McLaren, was ninth as he i listed for your customers please call 
:••....•:.:.:.:•:.:.:.••••:...:.:.:.•.:•:.:.•.:•:.:•:.•.:.:.:.:.:•:•:.:.:•:.:.:.:.:• :.:... ..:.:............................. . ............... . .. . ...... Stone Age. almost a carbon copy but completed 196 laps. ' ................................... ..-..........-..................-..........'.'....................'.'.'.'.'.:.:o:~ 
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right to classify ads under 
appropriate headings and fo 
set rates therefore and to 
determine page location. 
The Herald reserves the 
right to revise, edit, classify 
or reject any advertisement 
and to retain any answers 
directed to'the Herald Box 
Reply Service, andto repay 
the customer the sum paid 
for the advertisement and 
box rental. 
Box replies an "H01d" 
Instructions not picked up 
within 10days of expiry of an 
advertisement wi l l  be 
destroyed unless mailing 
instructions are received. 
Those answering Box 
Numbers are requested not 
fo send Originals of 
documents to avold loss. 
All claims of errors In 
• advertisements must be 
received by the publisher 
within 30 days after the first 
publication. 
It is agreed by the ad- 
vertiser requesting space 
that the liability of the 
Herald In the event of failure 
to publish an advertisement 
or in the event of an error 
appearing in the ad- 
vertlseme0t as published 
shall be limited to the 
amount paid bY the ad- 
vertiser for only one In- 
correct Insertion for the 
portion of the advertising 
space occupied by the In- 
correct or omitted Item only, 
and that there shall be no 
liability fo any event greeter 
than the amount paid for 
such advertising. 
Advertisements must 
comply with the British 
Columbia Human Rlghte Act 
which prohibits any ad- 
vertising that discriminates 
against any person because 
of his race, religion, sex, 
color, nationality, ancestry 
',or place of origin, or because 
his age is between 44 and 65 
years, unless the condltlen is 
Iustifled by a bona fide 
requirement for the work 
Involved. 
Sterl Ing Publishers Ltd. 
Published at Terrace 
B.C. 5 days a week 
Monday to Friday, mornings 
PUBLISHER 
Laurie Malleff 
35'SWAP &'TRADE 
SUBSCRIPTION 
RATES 
Effective October I, 
1977 
Single Copy 20c 
ByCarrier mth 3.00 
By Carrier year 36.00 
By Mail 3 ruth 12.00 
By Mail 6 ruth 22.00 
By Mail year 40.00 
Senior Citizen year 
20.00 
British Commonwealth and 
United States of America 1 
year 51.00. 
Box 399, Terrace, B.C. 
VSG 2M9 
Telephone: 
112-604-635.6357 
HOME DELIVERY 
Terrace & District 
Thornhlll & District 
Phone 635.6357 
The Catholic Womens 
League (C.W.L.) will hold 
the Fall Bazaar on October 
28, the last Saturday In 
October, at Verltas Hall. 
Skeena Val ley Rebekah 
Lodge - Rummage Sale - 
August 26th, 10 am to 2 pm 
Fall Bazaar November 4th 
Both In Elks Hall 
Skeena Valley Fall Fair will 
be sponsoring a bus trip for 
those people wishing to at- 
tend the Smlthers Bulkley 
Valley Fall Fair. 
The bus will leave the front 
of the Terrace Hotel at 7:30 
a.m. on Aug. 26th & :eturn 
from Slithers fairgrounds 
at 6 p.m. Aug. 26th. 
Price. $12.00 return 
$8.00 return- special rate for 
senior citizens 
Non.refundable tickets. 
For more information and-or 
tickets please phone 635.2494 
or 635-7019. 
• , | ,  
Skeana District Girl Guides A Heather-Tartan Society is APPRAISERS 
would like fo announce the being formed with the in- 
opening of a Land Ranger' terest of'promoting Scottish are required by the B.C. 
LOCAL ONLY: " Company In the Thornhlll cultur&l Interest and events. Assessment Authority for Its 
20 words or less $2.00 per area. Girls between the ages Inter.e~ed persons should Northwest Area Assessment 
Insertion, over 20 words 5 of 14 and 18 who are In. contact Eleanor Halley at Office located In Terrace. 
cents per word. terested please call 635.3061 635-2456 as soon as possible. Duties include: under 
3 or more consecutive in- or 638-1269 (ctf) minimal supervision, per- 
sertlons $1.50 per Insertion. Jo ln the  forming moderately com- 
Kermode Frlendship Centre BLOCK PARENT plex resldentlah commercial 
REFUNDS: are holding a Pancake program and l ight Industrial ap- 
:.Flrst Insertion charged for Breakfast. Saturday, Aug. call • pralsals; abil ity to co- 
whether run or not. 19th, 9 a.m. - 12 a.m. at The 635.3164 ordinate and be responsible 
Absolutely no refunds after Kermede Friendship Centre. for specific mass appraisal 
ed has been set. $1.00 for 3 pancakes and 25 L projects; preparation of land 
cents for coffee. " va luat ion  schedu les ;  
4. BUSINESS CORRECTIONS: researching, developing and 
maintaining current price Must be made before 2nd Weight WMchers muet l~ PEI~;0NAL ~ costlngsas a supplement o 
Insertion. held ev~y Tuelday at 7 p~'n. 
Allowance can be made for at the KnoX United Church -~L i=~T~T~ ~ existing cost valuation 
manuals; field work and only one Incorrect ad. Hall, 4907 Lq.ralla Avenue; Elec.6.rlcal nd Refrigeration travel as required; other 
eontract, related duties as assigned. 
BOX NUMBERS: Do You Feel You Have House wiring. Applicants wi l l  possess 
75 cents pick up. A Drinking Problem? : 635.5876 
$1.25 mailed. There is help (ctf') secondary  schoo l  
graduat ion ;  successful Available ! 1 
CLASSIFIED DISPLAY: completion of appraisal 
Rat(~s available upon Phone635-5636 GEMINI EXCAVATING' courses I and 2 leading to 
ALCOHOLICS LTD. accreditation (A.A.C.I. or 
request. ANONYMOUS (WesAndrews) R.I.(B.C.)) Diploma or 
NATIONAL CLASSIFIED Meetings: Backhoe Work equivalent; a minimum of 
Mon.: 8:30 p.m. United Hourly&Contract 
'RATE: Church 2V2 years appraisal ex- 
22 cents per agate line. 635-3479anytime perlence preferably sup- 
Minimum charge $5.00 per Thurs. or Sat. 8:30p.m. Mills (A J12) piemented by technical 
Memorial Hospital. - courses relating to building 
Insertion.' Sun. Breakfast Meeting. GOLDEN RULE trades or  University 
LEGAL - POLITICAL AND 10:00 to noon. Lakelse Hotel. Odd jobsforthe jobless, education in related fields; 
T R A N S I E N T A D - . SKEENACENTRE Phone 635.4535. 3238 Kalum . abillty to meet, deal tactfully 
VERTISING: Skeena Centre offers to the and communicate ar- 
$3.60 per column Inch. Senior Citizens of the RUPERT STEEL & tlculately with the general 
Terrace and Thornhill area SALVAGE LTD. public; clear and val id 
BUSINESS. PERSONALS: the following services. We buy copper, brass all driver's Ilcence. A lesser 
$4.00 per line per month. - Activity Centre for ban. metals and batteries, qualified applicant may be 
On a 4 month basis only. dlcrafts Location. Seal Cove appointed at an entry level 
Day Care for working C10en fill S p.m. Man. to Sat. appraisal position with 
DEADLINE people PIIone 624.5639 corresponding salary. 
. Drop-in for companionship THEHOBBYHUT.. Monthly Salary: S1509.73 - 
DISPLAY: &coffee, Cer, amlc supplies and $1786.90 
4:00 p.m. 2 days prior to: Monday thru Friday 8 .4 .  Greenware; air  brushing Competition No. 78 - 80 
poblicatlon day. Transportation available, available • custom firing. Closing Date: August 25, 1978 
Contact Skeenavlew Lodge 3936McNeil St. Application forms may be 
CLASSIFIED: 635-2265 635.9393 obtained from the various 
1:00 p.m. day prior to assessment offices located 
publication day. Skeena Health Unit throughout the province. 
3215.2 Eby Street DUFFSBICYCLE SHOP Please direct completed 
ALL CLASSIC:lED CASH Terrace, B .C .  Reconditioned bikes and application forms to: 
WITH ORDER other than 635-6307 repairs. '  
BUSINESSES WITH AN The following are a few of Reasonable rates. Director - Personnel 
ESTABLISHED ACCOUNT. the services offered locally .1931. Queensway Dr. 1537B'C' HillsideASSessmenfAvenueAUth°rity 
by your Health Unit Staff: 
Servlce charge of $5.00 on all CHILD HEALTH CON. CONCRETE SEPTIC VICTORIA, B.C. 
N.S.F. cheques. FERENCES. TANKS PRE.KAST V8T 4Y2 
- weekly at the Health For immediate delivery 
• WEDDING iDES'CRIP-UllH(~ldevery Tuesday from : Septic System Needed Avon represen- 
TIONS: ] h30-3:50p.m. Pleesephone ° Specialists tatlves in the following 
No charge provided news for an appointment "lnsis~ontheBesf" areas: 
submiftedwithin one month. Held at Thornhlll PHONE 635-3939 North Kalum, Graham Ave, 
$5.00 production charge for Recreation Centre on the SCHMITTYS EXCAVATING Golf Course. Phone 635.2517 
wedding and-or engagement fourth Friday of every 
pictures. News of weddings month from 1:30 - 3:30 p.m. 
(write.ups) received one Please phone tor an ap. 
month or more after event pointment. 
$10.00 charge, with or - Babysitters who bring Wanted chambermaid plus 
without picture. Sublect to children must have parents other duties. Steady part- Northwest Community 
condensation. Payable in written consent for Im- time, leading to full-time. College requires a personal 
advance, munizatlon. Starting 54.00 per hr. Only secretary to the principal. 
ADULT CLINICS mature,  conclencous, 
These are held at the Health rel iable person with ex- DuNes: of a general 
Unit on Monday, Wed. perlonce & ref. need apply, socretarlal nature or quite 
nesday, and Friday from Write Box 1182, Terrace vai.led, and wlll be slmllar to 
CLASS IF IED AM. 3:00.  4:10 p.m. by ap. Herald those expected of any 
NOUNCEMENTS: pelntment only. PRENATAL CLASSES Full or part-tlme. ' Here is an secretary to a Senior Executive Office in Business 
Births 5.50 Classes are held throughout opportunity to earn extra or Industry. 
Engagements $..50 the year at intervals for money', $6 - $8 per hour. 
Marriages. 5.50 expectant parents. Phone Training is available. Far Starling Date: As soon as 
Deaths 5.50 the Health Unit for details interviews Cal ! Marnle 635. possible. 
Funerals 5.50 and registration. 4501 anytime (Fuller Brush) 
Cards of Thanks 5.50 HOME NURSING CARE Salary: Starting salary 
Memorial Notices 5.50 i~lurslng care In the home for Houseparents $1,209 per month. 
those who need it on referral for Group Home 
PHONE 635.6357 from their family doctor. Apply with resume of 
Classified Advertising Dept. Terr,~ce area only. On September I, 1978, qualifications 'and ex- 
HEALTH PARADE houseparents wil l  be perlence, and names & 
~ F o r 4 y e a r o l d c h i l d r e n .  Held required to operate a addresses of 3 references to: 
WANTED DONATIONS on third Monday of every TEENAGE group homo in 
The Three Rivers Workshop month. Developmental, Terrace, B.C., far six Dr. D.V. George, Principal 
for the Handicapped are vision, hearing screening children. Houseparents must Northwest Community  
looking for donations of any done. Please phone far be emotionally mature, and College 
old, broken or used pieces of appointment. furnltur'e,~alsoanydiscarded PRENATAL BRE~THIN G qualifications:Will require the following Terrace,P'O" BoxB.C.726, 
wood products we could use & RELAXING EXERCISES An ability to understand, ~.~3G 4C2 
for recycling or renovating. Held every Monday" at. accept and work with c2.14 
Call us at 635-2238 between ternoon at I..'00.2:00 p~m. children who may have some 
8a.m.and3p.m.,wewll l try '  V.D. CLINIC degree of a social or 
to make arrangements for Held every Monday at 3:30 emotional disturbance: 
cpick.up, or by appointment. An ability to provide ef- 
" , SANITATION fectlve parenting and to 
INCHESAWAYCLUB The public health Inspectors maintain good standards of Wanted to Buy, used 
Meet every Tuesday nlght af are now situated In Eby physlcal as well as emotlonal retri .gerator suitable for 
8 in the Skeena Health Unit. Street. They will be pleased care for children: cottage. 635.3423. If no an- 
For more Informetlon phone to assist with any sanitation An ability to manage well swer please keep trying. (p3- 
63S-3747 or 635:3023. problems. In all areas of living, in- 16) 
. Speech and Hearing ~ Clinic c I u d I n g h o u s e h o I d 
Reprints of photos which Held at 4612 Greig Avenue. operations, budgeting and 
appear in The Herald are Hearing tests will be done by planning constuctlve and 
now available through our by referral from •family creative activities for the 
office. Sx7 prints are $4 each "doctor or community health children in the home. l /mmlmnulmmonm~ 
and 8x10 prints are $6. :nurse..638-1155; Co-operation with the 
Photos can be reedy within Pregnant and In need of Ministry of Human 
48 hours from the time the support? Resources and other cem- 
order Is made. All reprints Ceil'for help from Right-to. munityresourceslsessentlal 
must be prepaid. For more Life promoters: In meeting each child's need. 
Information drop Into our Lisa at 635.3164 Group home services are Sg.124~tx, r 
office at 3212 Kalum, or write Carol at 635.5136 contracted for by • the 
us at Box 399, Terrace, B.C. Janna at 635-4503 Ministry of Human Radtal _  .ou,o. co.,,,., 
LONG TERM CARE negotiable. Please submit a set upmd operate. 
IS your son Interested In Office at No.205.4721 Lazelle complete resume in care of Location: •Surrey, e.c. 
Scouts. If so the 1st Terrace Ave. Tel 635.9196. Mr. D. Anonby, District 10mlnutesfromU.S. border 
Scout Troop Is faking pre Assessment and plannlng for Supervisor, Ministry of IS mlnutes from New WmnVnstor 
roglstratlon for September. these ellglble for Long Term Humen:,Resources, 450d 30mlnutesfromVamouw .q~l~e houslno far rent or purchase. 
Max number will be 24. If Care. LakelseJ~:Avenue, Terrace, At Geormatlc we produce fine 
Interested call Mrs. Wardrop. AID TO HANDICAPPED B.C., V8G 1P4. Terms of quality Indush-lal w~hes 
at 635.3553. Fees will be Office at No. 205-4721 references for contractural (mechanical and hydra~lc) • in a good worldng ewlrmmmt. 
$20.00 per boy. Anyone In- Lazelle. Tel 635.9196. arrangements may be Takethlsoppertunltyto~rk 
terested In helping with Assessment and guidance, clarified at your local office v~th an ambltk)us teem and 
5Cauls please cal l .  for vocational and social of the Ministry of Human mloymendvantagesolrum 
. ~ '  I l vk lg .  
RapeReltef rehabilitation done by Resources. Closing date Is Ca, m now-. or contad your 
Al~rt~n ~.ouncelllng consultant. August 19, 1978. for more Wormatlonl°Cal Canada ~ Center 
& Crisis Line for 
Women It took the Colorado River two million years to carve the /40o~.  I ml SlnmC°mpany 
63114:388 Grand Canyon. am'W, B.C. ~ 4)(4 
Truck canopy for sale. 638- 
8458. (p3-15) 
Just arrived at Queanswqy 
Trading, Fresh Salmon roe, 
while it lasts. (c6-18) 
Round-up metal canopy 
sliding windows, vent on top. 
$350. 
Four 1200 15" tires mounted 
on white spoked, 8 hole 
wheels. Low mileage. 
$375.00. Phone 638.1720. (c5- 
17) 
Canopy for Sale, 635.9589. (~.14) 
Trailer hitch for Bronco. 
Also new control unit for 
trailer Urakes. Phone 635- 
5416. (c5-14) 
Excellent hay for sale from 
storage. Price reasonable. 
Phone 845.7707 Houston. 
(c10-19) 
ISpot CASH for used fur- I 
|niture, household Items,| 
|guns etc. I 
m Queansway Trading I 
1.3215 Kalum St. I 
I 638.1613 I 
I ctfm &f " I 
For Sale: Paper (roll ends) 
and waste-peper suitable for 
crafts. Pick up by the lot at 
the Herald office. 
Wanted - 175 motor for 
Kawasaki motor bike. Phone 
635-3268 after 6 pm or Gord at 
635.4941 during the day. (sift 
For Sale, G.E. Frldge. Good 
condition. $175. Viking 
Electric Stove, continuous 
cleaning. $175. 4816 Loen. 
638.1050. (p3.14) 
4AT Trackers on 15x10 CON 
rims, GM.Chev, Phone 635. 
5092 (ctf) 
Trade your house or mobile 
home for a house In sunny 
Pentlcton, 1 yr old house, 
stucco, 1188 sq ft, carpeted, 
on 2 floors, 2 fireplaces, 2 
util ity hookups, and 1 
bedroom in law suite. 3 
blocks to lake. Phone 635- 
4380 ask for Dal. (p5-15) 
20 tt Fmat bottom river beat c- 
w motor & tandem trailer. 
Phone 635-9523 after 5. (p5- 
FOR SALE, 14 foot Surf 
Tamer fiberglass boat, 35 
HP Mercury outboard with 
trailer. Phone 635.2890 or 
trade for 8 foot camper. (:3- 
For Sale, all steel beat and 
trailer with 75 H.P. motor to 
view at 3857 Dobble St. 
Phone 635-3101. (p5.18) 
For Rent, 2 bedroom fur- 
nlshed house. Located on a 
farm, 5 miles out of town. 
Phone 635.7448. (I)2-14) 
i 
Home For Sale: 
One year old three 
bedroom home. Walnut 
cabinets, w to w carpets, 
w~th part ial ly finished 
basement. Fully land- 
scapod on paved st. Phone 
after 6 pm 63517367. 
GO~/ERNMENTOF B.C. 
CLERK TYPIST 2 
FOR: Ministry of the At- 
torney General . Sheriff's 
Office, Terrace 
REQUIRES: 2 years 
clerical experience and a 
typing speed of 50 w.p.m. 
Canadian citizens are 
glvon preference. 
SALARY: $985.$1077 plus 
Isolation allowance ot 
$52.e0 
Obtain applications from 
and return to: 
SHERIFF'S OFFICE 
COURT HOUSE 
4506Lakelso 
Terrace, B.C. 
For Sale, 4 year old 4 
bedroom house with 
fireplace, work.room, rec 
room, patio, fenced In yard. 
View at 4640 Welsh, or phone 
635.2667. Asking $62,000.. (p5. 
16) 
House for Sale. A three 
bedroom house for sale, 
close to Hospital and school, 
wall to wall.carpet, one and a 
half washrooms, all fenced, 
beautiful porch and nico 
shack on the back. Asking 
S32,000.. For more in- 
formation 635.2910. (p5-14) 
By owner, modern 3 
bedrooms, nicely kept, w-w, 
near schools, centrally 
located. 10 percent 
assumable mortgage.  
Asking in 30's. Phone 638. 
1970. (nc3.15) 
~,  . . . .  " ' . . .~  , . , i  ¸ ' •  
FOR SALE BY OWNER I 
2 Bdrm, full Ba i t ,  Rec. | 
Rm, 2 full Baths, 2 m 
Fireplaces, w w carpot, I
;vndeck,' many extras.m 
Located on bench on m 
Banner St. To view call 635- 
I I I . . . .  • . _m 
Boarding homes for high 
school students to attend 
school In Terrace from 
September 78 to June 30, 1979 
room and beard rate $175 per 
month. For further In- 
formation DIAL 635.7127 local 
19 (c20-20) 
Moving to Terrace, require 
3-4 bedroom home, will 
maintain, willing to rent or 
lease, references, security 
deposit, mature fami~ of 
three. Refer inquiries to The 
Herald Box 11?8, Terrace, 
B.C. (eft) 
Wanted to Rent. Responsible 
couple urgently requires 2 
bedroon~ accomodetlon. 
References available. Phone 
Angels at 635.6585.' 8:30 . 
4:30, 635.6447 after 6 p.m. 
(ctf) 
I n LEGAL STENOGRAPHER ' I 
Required by young, progressive legal firm. Legal 
experience.helpful but not essontlal. Dlcatphone ex. 
perleece and good basic knowledge of general office 
procedures. Salary commensurate with experience. 
Phone 638.1137 to arrange a~o~x)lntment for Interview. 
EXCELLENTBUY 
The price on this home has been reduced as owners are 
anxious to sell. If you would like to own a large, well 
kept four bedroom home (3 up end I down), with an- 
suite plumbing, two dining rooms, large family room 
with built in bar, extra large sundeck with cement 
patio beneath, dishwasher, custom made drapes, two 
fireplaces, wall to wall carpet throughout, roughed In 
bath and laundry ;area with washer and dryer, large lot 
nicely landscaped, greenhouse, and close to beth high 
schools, please phone 635-3316 between the hours of 
5:30 and 7:00 p.m. for an appointment to view. 
I 
Aluminum 
Sheets 
26" x M" 
12.h..,, . , , -  3..75 
Suitable for roofing 
THE DALLY HERALD 
3212 I(mlum St. Terraoe 
F# 
3rmtish £olumbi( 
Products Li, 
far Sawmill Div. 
mndustria| 
Eleotrioian 
TO preferi'ed but not essontlal. 
Must have knowledge 
of solid state electronics, 
TTL logic, SCR drives 
and R EMA computer log scanner. 
Coastal IWA rates end 
benefits apply. 
hone applications accel 
Call collect o: 
Doug Danleb 
(og4) 867-9214 
EQUIPMENT SUPERVISOR 
Our Woodlands division located In the Queen 
Charlotte Islands requires an Equipment 
Supervisor. 
Reporting to the Divisional Manager, the In- 
dividual will be responsible for the organization, 
direction and control of equipment maintenance, 
camp maintenance and services and fire 
p'reventlo~. Extensive experience In all facets of 
the above is required. 
Qualified applicants should forward detailed 
resumes to; 
J.C. Mordan 
Placement Manager 
MacMil lan Bloedel 
1075 West Georgia Street 
Vancouver, B.C. V6E 3R9 
I I 
Choice Property For Sale 
Just under 1 acre corner 
Ix'operty with paved etroot 
In front. 
Four rental units with new 
plumbing & hot water 
tanks. 
Two bedroom house, wlth 
work shop cement floor. 
Very good well two big 
gardens & lawn with trees 
& Shrubs. 
Room .for expansion on 
corner very reasonable for 
cash some terms possible. 
Some lumber & many 
extras mostly all fur. 
nlshed. 
Apply: R.A. Clark. 635. 
3198 after 6 p.m. (p10.37) 
"Leaving town and must sell 
1973 Mazda pickup. Low 
mileage, Very clean • con. 
dltlon. Call 639.6391 after 6, 
796.2567, ask for Bob. 
1978 Ford Fiesta, Brahd new 
condition, open to offers. 632. 
5211. (cS,15) 
1974 Ford V= ton ~60 
automatic with radial tires 
electric Ignition. Phone 635. 
9580 after 4, (p10.17) 
1970 Chev 44 ton. 3 tanks, PS, 
PB. Good condition $1,700. 
Phone 635.5416. (c5.14) 
For Sale 1978 Dodge Van less 
than 4,000 km, super price. 
Phone 635.6781. (p10-18) 
Here it is, Must Selll 
'67 Glendale, 2 bedroom 
5 ACRES with small house Insulated [oey shock, porch 
on the bench. Price $45,000. & reefed entrance. Set up & 
PhOne635.4483. (ctf M & F) skirted in Skeena Valley 
: Trailer Park. Excellent unit 
1.Shores. All year spring fed for young couple or bachelor. 
creek. Very secluded and  Kitchen & living roo m 
nicely treed. One mile from refinished, c-w frldge, 3love 
town. Asking $11,900. Write washer & dryer. Has to be 
70 , . .  " ~-:-- 
• LIVESTOCK 
Box 714 Terrace. (p20-17) 
For Rent, fully eervlced & 
fenced lot for mobile home 
wlfh 12x40 garage. $98.00 per 
month. 635.6924. (p5.14) 
1976 Grand Prlx SJ. Good 
condition, alr conditioning, 
PS, PB, 455 cu. In. etc. 
Serious offers only. Phone 
638.1604. (p10.23) 
Truck. 1971 Ford F250, PS, 
PB. Heavy Duty 'Sport 
custom. Low mileage, good 
mechanical condltl0n. 635. 
5048. (p3.16) 
1974 Super 'Beetle. Runs 
perfect. Randy Taylor, 
Rosswood. (p l .  14, 18) 
i " 
Rare 1968 Mustang 
California special, excellent 
condition. 638.1666 Days, 635. 
4675 Evenings. (p5.18) 
1974 Ford l~ronco ranger, V- 
'8, 4 wheel drive. Good 
condltlon. Phone 635.6844 
after 5. (ci0-14) 
73 Truck, 8' camper with 
lacks, and Insulated canopy, 
~t~ ton P. UP, PB PS, $2700 or st offer. 635.9448 ~ ~ ~'J 
~:l:or Sale: 1971 GMC Van. 
dura, PB, New rebuilt 
engine. New paint. Asking 
$3100. Phone 635.2080 after 6 
p.m. (p5.16) 
1974 Plymouth Road Runner. 
400 mag. c-w extras. 635-9523 
after 5. (p5.16) 
For Sale, 1969 Fargo Van. 
635-7639. (p5.16) 
1969 Chev window Van. 6 cyl. 
Standard, good tran- 
sportation but needs work. 
Price $350. View at 5021 
Halllwell or phone 638.1682 
after 4 p.m. (-2.14) 
I~LS Buick :LeSabre. 300 cu. 
In., auto trans with cooler, 
PS PB. Extra gas tanks, 
complete gauge ~et. Ex. 
cellent condition. New paint, 
no rust. Phone 638-1682 aftei" 
4p.m. Vlewat A021 Halllwell. 
(I)2-14) 
1969 Ford Falrlalne Fast. 
back, needs complete front 
body parts. No frame or 
suspension damage. 1500 
miles on n~otor & auto trans• 
390 CU. In. with headers, 15" 
wide spoke rims & fires on 
rear. 10" chrome reverse on 
frt, no fires, air shocks, dual 
exhaust, headers tach, Sell 
as Is for $900 or sell parts 
separately. Phone 639.1662 or 
view at 5012 Helllwell. (p2. 
14) 
67 Rover T.C. 2000. 4 speed, 
63,000 miles. Leather 
upholstry. 6 radials. 639.4709 
after 6. (p3.15) 
1973"GMC 1 ton Flat Deck. 
Automatic transm Isslon. 635- 
6945. (p3.15) 
Fiat 128 SW 1974 - good 
condition. Standard t ran-  
smlsslon, front wheel drive, 
radial fires, AM radio. 2 
winter fires on rims. $1800 or 
best offer. Call 635.94,14 or 
638.1418. (p3-15) 
Open for Salvage Bids 
1 . 1974 Dodge Dart at 
Riverside Auto Wrecking. 
1 . 1976 Chevrolet Custom 
Dolux, 4 wheel drive, Heavy 
Duty Camper Special with 
canopy at Nugent Body & 
Paint Works, Kalum Lake 
Road. 
1 - 1970 Ford Pick-up 
All bids are to be written and 
submitted to: 
Brouwer 8, Co 
3238 , Kalum 
Terrace, B,C, 
635-7173 
(c10.22) 
seen to be appreciated. Well 
taken care of. Contact Bill or 
Vlcky at C13 - 1885 Queen. 
sway to vlew. (i)3.16) 
I 
MOBILE HOMES 
New mobile homes from 
as low as $I00.00 down. 
O.A.C. 
Set up and delivered 
t rades welcome 
Phone collect 591-510~ 
(ctf 
Rent or Purchase 1972 12x68 
Paramont house trailer with 
fireplace near stores and 
schools, on private lot. Rent 
$255. per month with option 
to buy or purchase $9,500 
open to offers. Will carry 
second morgage if nec. 
Phone 112.762-4612. Write 
Joe Rorke, Gen Del, Win- 
field, B.C. (ctf) 
Mobile Home 
Immediate Delivery 
To Your Location 
ere now available on ou.* 
lovely 14 wide and 
doublewide mobile homes. 
Yo~hoose your decor, and 
we custom build to suit. 
Government grant of $2~00 
sppllcable. Expense paid 
fare Vancouver - Return. 
For free credit check and 
approval please phone 
:ollect. 
Parker Homes of Canada 
Ltd. 
c18.23) 
For Sale, 25' Citation motor • 
home. Made by Bendix. 
Fully equipped. In excellent 
condition. Very low mileage. 
Phone 632.~46. (c10.11) 
For Sale. 1976 Starcraft tent 
trailer with stove, frldge,' 
furnace and ~nopy. Like 
new condition. Phone 635. 
3241. 
For sale, '72, 11' Security 
camper ful ly equipped. 
Phone anytime 635.9734. 
Asking $3,000. (c5.14) 
Does your building need 
exterior painting? Call 635- 
4906 Kermode Friendship 
Centre. LEave name and 
phone number for Terry. 
Free Estimate. (stf) 
Reg. a/~ Arabian mare, 4 yrs. 
old. Excellent disposition, 
good show and breeding 
prospect. 
Reg. V= Morgan gelding, lV= 
yrs. old. Offer will be con. 
sldered. Phone 635-7448. (ps. 
14) 
Sealed Tenders, -marked 
Janitorial Services for 
Stewart Court House will be 
received up to 3:00 p.m. local 
time the 7th day of Sep. 
tember 1978, and those 
available at that time will be 
opened in public at British 
Columbia Buildings Cot. 
potation, 4827 Kelth Ave., 
Terrace, B.C. VaG 1K7 
Tendering documents may 
be obtained at the above 
address after 9:00 a.m. on 
the 15th day of August 1978. 
Tenders must be filed on the 
forms provided, In sealed, 
clearly marked envelopes. 
The lowest or any Tender 
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I L.k.,.. LAKELSE PHARMACY m.,=. 
iF£ Y REPELLANT, BEACH TO Y$, SUNGLASSES| 
| and prompt ' prescription services | 
the AMAZING SPIDER-MANe By Stsn Lee and John Romita 
r FUNNY-- J'IM ANOHIS/JMCL~ ~UH OH--~ r~ur~/Z'VE ~rrAXz.~usr HO~ 
CATFISH by av ,= 
( " 
, ~  ~ I ~ i~.~ I~IAR YA I/JAkYr TA ~ CAMPY,J. .v-~,-, ,.j 
• - i ":: : : :  " 
n.C: 
| MO~Ef '  . . . .  _ 
~'~ I~ . . . . . - -T~, - -~ 
by  Johnny har t  
[ : , ' - . ,  .. ffe: ! 
3 X ! ~ 11 
will not necessarily be ac- ,JL~]~. WIZARD OF ID 
cepted. (c2-15) ~'~ r I ' l~  WAN'l" . - ,~  1 ~.. I~jT,~ .rHINI¢.. , ~11~ /.~_ \ 
. ~o-~N~ [~YH~v~ A o ~i i~:~(. , . .  ].,..'tl~ ' '~ 
In ~ancJent Greece, a person 
erroneously mourned as dead 
was not treated as alive again 
until he had gone through a 
re.birth ceremony - including 
being dressed in baby clothes, 
i 
56' Safeway -doublewlde 
, .0 .q .  , .c,ud. e,, 
.ajar appliances, large 6"~'~. [ ) - -~ . '~  . J J i " t~ l - - - ) / '~]~r ' / '~-~ l  
~arden shed and fencing. 3 
~edrooms, 2 full baths, and "-- " 
qreplace. Set up and fully ~ "  ~ ~ - ~  
skirted in Cadarvlew at no. 
31.4619 Oueensway Drive ~ ~ 1 ~  
(Tim berland Tra i le r  
Park). =26,000 Phone 635- The f irst  dining oars were 
9429. (ctf) in service on the Wilming- 
ton and Baltimore Rail- 
1974 Ambassador trailer 3 road in 1863. They had no 
bedroom, lV= baths, [oey Seats: passengers ate stand- 
shack, sundeck, sat.up, and ins up or took their food 
skirted at Timberland back to the i r  seats. 
Tralter Court no. 22. Phone 
635.5971. (p10-16) 
10x50' • 2 bedroom trailer for 
sale. Set-up In trailer court. 
Large [oey shack. For quick 
sale $2,500 or highest offer. 
Phone 635.5582. (c5.13) 
For Sale: 1976 McGInnls 
12x68 Trailer with 8x16 Joey 
shack & 8'x24' Veranda. 3 
bdrms & will sell furnished 
or unfurnished. Phone 635. 
9750 or view at no. I~ 5016 
Park Ave. 
For Sale: three 12'x52', 2 
bedroom semi.furnished 
Safeway Trailers. Units 
complete with blocking, fuel 
DOONESBURY 
L! MAN, T///~ 
/47 5N~O,I/NO 
OAP3 AT USC,. 
! 
YOU 
7O ~SC? 
( 
Ut~-HUH. ~p 
yOU ~O~. OK~. 
k _  
/ 
-~\_ "=~ 
I, 
by B~nt parker and Johnny hart 
I ~ H~ v/~-~.~ 
by Garry Trudeau 
I NIP/~. 
Y~AH, R//" ]~  15NT TH4T P~ITY SUP.~ 
A R~[EA- IT N/IS AFF//./- 
AT~ N/'[H A 
rll J 
Grandma I s  
tanks, axles and wheels. 
Asking 96,000. Call J. Hut. 
chlngs Box 737, Stewart, BC. 
Phone 636.2660. (p20-1s) 
64, LOANS 
SECOND MORTGAGES 
No bonuses 
No b~okerage fees 
No finder's fees 
FAST SERVICE 
Come on in or call the nearest 
office of Household Finance 
Ask for Mortgage Services 
4608 Laketse Avenue 
TERRACE 
635-7207 
DEAR ABBY: I'm going with a wonderful man who DEAR MOTHER: Your question assumes omething 
wants to marry me. I am a widow, and he's a widower who that Is not aeeeeeurily true. But in those eases where it is 
has lost two wives. We seem so right for each other, but sometimes true, it's probably because the parents have 
something bothers me. learned sometldng born having rnlsed the first cldld• 
He still wears two wedding bands. I haven't worn my 
wedding ring since I started to date after my husband's If yma put off wrltJng letters bee,use you don't know 
death. (The sight cf it brings bnt:k 0o many memories, and I what to say, get Abby'a booklet, "How to Write Letters 
don't want to live in the past.) For A II Oeemdeu." 8e d.l $I a.d a long, stamped i28 cents) 
I once told my new love (jokingly) that since he seems o envelope to Abbyx 199- Lesky Drive, Beverly Hill., CsliL 
fond of wearing wedding rings, I want a double-ring 909H, 
ceremony, but I don't care to be a part of a "3.ring circus'-," 
so to please put  his first two rings away. :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
He seemed to appreciate my little joke, but I notice he is 
still wearing his rinks. 
Should I brink it up again? It really bothers me to see 
those reminders of hie former wivbe. 
DEAR GRANDMA.* You sound Hke the kind of grandma DEAR ABBY: Why is it that the second child is always ~ . '. ..... ' .... 
17' Travelair, Electrlc every kid would Hke to have. However, If all grandmas better adjusted, emotionally, than the first? 
brakes, stove, furnace, & were to take up skateboarding, they =re likely to become a 
Icebox. Can sleep 6. 6355416. vanishing breed. 
(C5-14) 
RISO P OBLEM 
O • ' DEAR PROBLEM:Whet your "wonderful" prospuctive 
A Good Skat  .=  o. h, . . .  ,. , . .  , . , .= ,  ,. 
' in his head mad Ida he=t, Hhe's right for you, and wute  to ~ b  
marry you, don't let Ida Jewelry get In the way. 
By Abigail Van Burenn DEAR ABBY: My problem is me. I never know what to 
10 lS2ObyChicoooTrlUune.N.V.Newl8ynd, e. say when someone asks me a question that I prefer not to 
answer. For example, questions of a private family nature, ~ I ~ 
such as, 'iWhat happened between your sister and her 
DEAR ABBY: I just read about that father who broke husband?' Or, "Why doeen t your son marry that. girl he's 
his nose when he fell off his 14-yeur~ld son's skateboard. I been living with for so long? 
can understand why he would be upset, but I think Other questions that area t all that personal also irritate 
throwing his son's skateboard in the trash was inexcus- me, such as, "How much did you pay for those shoos?" 
I suppose I could say, "It's none of your business," but I 
abllem a 6,5, -year-old grandmother. Last year I fell off my don't have the nerve, so I find myself answering a lot of 
grandson s skateboard and broke my wrist, but it was my questions I don t really want to answer. 
own fault, and I certainly wouldn't punish my grandson for If you have a solution for my problem, please put it in 
it. It was great fun, and I may even try it again sometime, your column because:I m sure I m not the only one who 
I took a lot of ribbing from everyone who knew about it, would like to knoww 
but I just laughed right along with them. TONGUE.TIED TERRE HAUTE 
• If you can get in touch with that father, Abby. please tell DEAR T.T.: When you're asked a question yon don't 
him for me that a nice move would be to buy his son a want to answer, don't be defensive or apoloKstl¢. Say, " rd  
brand new skateboard. 
SKATEBOARD GRANDMA prefer not to answer that." 
LAWRENCEVILLE, ILL. Try it. You~l be amazed st bow effective it is, 
.3 '  
~! ]>! ,':~s;~,.: 
MOTHER OF THREE "You're the one guy we can trust in this cell for a 
couple of days 'til we get those bars f ixed." 
r , _  . . . . . . . . . .  - " " ' -  . . . .  ' . . . .  I I I I  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  I I  I II I ..................................... . . . . . .  II 
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, tween public and private The govemmenthaschanged , 
Fat Bureaucratic Cats w,,,,, the pension rules rece.tly 
That's a noble objective and eliminated unlimited in- 
Canada doesn't count for World. West Germany, fur hut reaching it promises to dexing, sosomeofthediffet- 
much in the world of indus- example, insists that civil ser- be tougher than might be as- ential is eliminated. But it re- 
try. Our research and deve- viceremunerati6nlagslightly sumed. How, for example, mains tree that government 
does one aotually find the pensions are far more liberal 
Iopment efforts, by intema- behind private indomes, same function with equal m- than those run by the b~i 
tional standard~, are pretty There's alot more at stake sponsibilities, for comparison nesa community at larse. 
meagre. And even our re- in civil service salaries than purposes, both inside and The lesson should be clear 
source producers don't have. simply how high the tax bill outside government? You There is no way that Ottawa 
as much control over their 
markets as was once the case. 
But, when it comes to 
turning out bureaucrats, Ca- 
nada is desperately fighting 
to reach the top. In per capita 
terms, our civil service has 
reached awesome propor- 
tions. But, worse yet, is the 
fact that, over the past ten 
years, our bureaucrats, espe- 
cially at the provincial level, 
have been the "lead horse" 
in determining the levels of 
salaries and fringe benefits 
iu Canada. And that sets 
those governments apart 
from those of virtually every 
other country in the Western 
is going to be for the rest of 
us. When bureaucratic sala- 
des start running ahead of 
private wage rates, business 
finds that it can't get the 
good workers; all the best 
people gravitate to govern- 
ment. The workers who are 
in the private sector demand 
higher wages to bring them 
up with the government em- 
ployees- and an inflationary 
cycle is started. 
The problem has reached 
the point where the federal 
government's Bill C-28, im 
troduced in the last session, 
includes the stipulation that 
parity must be achieved be- 
can't, in most cases, so we 
are immediately faced with 
the impossibility of making 
accurate compadsons. Still, 
it is possible to arrive at some 
rough approximations. 
Even assuming that wage 
rates became identical in 
both sectors, government 
employees would still, in 
fact, be more generously 
paid. The difference is found 
in pension plans. One study 
conducted for the federal 
government found that the 
more generous government 
pensions equalled about 9% 
higher pay compared to 
v,orkers in private business. 
can achieve comparability 
between private and put Uc 
sector compensation nnl, ss 
government pensions ,tre 
brought in Hne. This nay 
mean unpleasant civil service 
stnlces;unfogtunately, he al- 
tentative iseven less pleasant 
"Think small" is an editorial 
message from the Canadian 
Fed:h allan of Independent 
BusinesseS: . 
i 
People in the U.S. consume 
eleven billion bananas an- 
nually, according to "[he 
World Book '  Encycloped~. 
Most of them are eaten as 
snacks or in cereal, fruit 
cocktails, and salads. 
BUSINESS DIRECTORY 
MR. BUSINESSMAN! 
This Space Is Rosorvod 
For Your Ad, 
TOOVEY 
INSURED 
PHILLIPS JANITORIAL 
RESIDENTIAL  COMMERCIAL  INDUSTRIAL  
FREE ESTIMATES 
All Types of ,Cleaning 
C A R P E T S T E A M WINDOW CLEANING 
CLEANING 
All work done to your satisfaction '
R.R. 2 N. EBY. t IN  PHiLLiPS 
I TERRACE' B.C.. ~ 1  Tel. 635.3453 
SKEENA VALLEY 
SEnV[CE RENTALS LTD. 
I)ANAVENTURE MERCURY ,~oats) YAMAHA Most Anything. Most Anytime For 
(outbOard, motors, qO.LNAR CONTRACTORS-INOUST."-!N=V!UUALS 
(chain saws) Hours: Men.. Set. 0-6 
Hours: Men. - Sat. O.t 
. . . . .  Dealer Licence , ~ . . . . . .  £~r .  " I l l  ' 1  4946 0reig avenue 
u,lu ureig Number 02013A 1040-O~14~ IB I~U' /q l  J Phone 635.7417 
I 
K ITCHEN CABINETS • VANIT IES  • INSTALLAT ION 
Torraoo Eloetronio Repairs Lid. ' • MOULDED COUNTERTOP$ • 
. . , .  T.....,.,T K: wooo 
EN ~ MAKES DF T.V.'s 
~ O  Warrenty Depot for BRAD RIEESIE 
I0~ Zenith, Phillips, Hitachi, AREA ,.,.,,,.,,.~,.. ~k ABINETS 
Sylvania co9  • 5TH AVENUE ' n 
MaN. - SAT. 6 a.m. - 5 p.m. PRINCE GEORGE. B.C. V2L 3K5 (NORI'htRN) LTD. 
BUS.  564 .1488 
j 4908Graham . 635-4543 RE.S. 562.220! FREE ESTIMATES 
B A N Q U E T S P A , T I ~ S TERRACE ANSWERING BUREAU 
R E C E PT  I O N S 6364195 
ANSWERING,  
Eagle Disco ,,o,,o. MONITORING OR 
PHOTOCOPYING 
SERVICES 
B~oP?L ICsHs : :a  JpH:~,PsA3U.Lasa 24 HOUR SERVICE 
4603-D Park AvenUe, Terrace, B.C. VaG 1V5 
SUZUKI Motorcycles and " CHARTER: . 
DEE P SEA SAILBOAT ' i ~  
accessories in stock N0W. CoastaICruising, Diving, 1 ~  " 
! Full Equipped J ~..I~ 
~ . ~ ,  Learn to Water Ski at 
' , ~ ", Lakelse Lake. . ' ~ .... 
Reasonable Rates  ~ ~ i  
~ .... ~Ca I BOatsforSa,e 
Torraoo Equipment Sales Ltd. MERMAID YACHT SALES & CHARTERS 
4441 Lakelse 635.6394 Phone 796-2267 
Dealer No. 01249A • SUZU~I GOES '~  DIS~.I~ICE! at WaterLily Bay Resort 
,,~,~,~,), 
, _.~l~Jf/J~ . . Ye l tou~e~d F i re  P r tRe~ion  nndl 
_ . , 
Ready-l~x. 636-3936 " ' :~~ 
OONORETE 4434 LAKELSE AVE. ,mVA,,nVIS|,~.A,OI~ 
TERRACE,  B.C. 
. .ON~ (6o,! 63s ~o63 
HSTOM CONCRETE PROO, TERRACE. B.C. OR (60d) 635 3861 
VaG 3N5 
Sand, 6,avcl, Brain Rook 
I 
Call us at 635-63§7 9 to 5 
'll/If/  " " '  u,  
- -ow, . ,  . .o . .  ANDERSON 
T.V. G,.U,I D"E 
All listings suhjoct to change without notice. 
imiiiimiinmmiin|ilimnnennnimniminnmninnninnmmuniinniinmil 
Monday, Aupd 21 § pem. to midnight 
m m m  
145 
145 
I~  K ING 
(NBC) 
Newlywed 
Game 
News 
News 
News 
News 
News 
News 
Seattle 
Tonight 
Hollywood 
Squares 
Townhall 
Meeting 
cont'd 
cont'd ,... 
Monday Night' 
at the Movies 
'Sgt. Matlovich 
vs. the 
CFTK 
(CO?.) 
mln inn i l i~m~m~l  
F!infstones 
cont'd 
Mary Tyler 
Moore 
Hourglas 
cont'd 
cont'd 
cont'd 
Liflle House 
on the 
Prairie 
cont'd 
Happy 
Days 
Reme Simard 
Show 
M. A. S. H. 
cont'd 
Three's 
Company 
News 
4 BCTV 
(CTV) 
Emergency 
The Gong 
Show 
News 
Hour 
cont'd 
cont'd 
Bobby Vinton 
Show 
Headline 
Hunters 
Dollar Man 
cont'd 
cont'd 
Monday 
Night Movie 
'Sgt. Matlovich' 
vs. the U.S. 
AIr Force' 
KCTS 
(PBS) 
Mister 
Rogers 
Eledric 
Company 
Zoom 
Zoom 
Over 
Easy 
MacNeil- 
Lehrer 
World War I 
cont'd 
ml lmm~imJ i J  
Anna 
Karenina 
cont'd 
cont'd 
Live from 
Wolf Trap 
conYd 
cont'd 
cont'd 
11::  
i ,m. ':45 
U.S .  
Air Force' 
Brad DourlY 
cont'd 
News 
News 
The 
Tonight 
Magazine 
Barney 
Miller 
The National 
Night Final 
The Onedln 
Line 
Brad DourlY 
cont'd 
cont'd 
i~ lmammlmqmlmi  
CTV News 
News Hour 
Final 
cont°d 
cont'd 
cont'd 
cont'd 
~l lml l lmml ln~at  
Dick Cavett 
Show 
--kL 1--- I - - F - -1  The The Late Tonight Show 145 Show 'Carry On Loving' 
Tuesday, August 22 10 aam. to 5 peru. 
, The New '" Friendly Giant Jean Can'nem Tic Tac k n~ 
,i~.~ High Rollers Bonjour Show Dough p,0 Wheel of N~-. Definition Love of 
145 Fortune Dressup Con't Life.News 
ii I :nnii America Sesame Kareen's VYoung & 
Ii Alive Street Yoga the Restless 
Can't Can't It's Your Search for 
I 145 Con't Con '..t .... Move Tomorrow 
al !n°ii Hollywood I Dream Noon Eyewitness 
Squares of Jeannie News News 
Days Ryan's Movie As 
II i 4S of Hope Matinee the 
::~0 Our . CBC News 'Earthquake' World 
Lives Bob Part 2 Turns 
The McLean cont'd Guiding 
i ,iS Doctors Show cont'd Light • 
ii~0 Another Hollywood Another Can't 
World Squares World Can't 
Con't Edge of Con'I All in 
145 Con't Night Con't the Family 
"4P b " ,00 Movie High The DInahl 
:,S 'Instinct Hopes Alan Con't ii 
"30 for Survival' 30 from Ha•el Can't 
. ~4S cont'd Montreal Show Can't 
cont'd The Young The Lucy ~ Sesame 
cont'd Chefs Show J Street 
cont'd Emergency | Can't 
__L  Con 't : 45 cot,I'd Con't , 
i i n• l l in i•U lg l l• l l  IIIIn•IIIImB|nJBBUB|BNBBBB|BBBBmBBBBBIBBBB Ndmi  
i SPECIALZ j 
i • 
i • . 
i Lu /o  . i 
l , • .. • 
" o f f  a l l  oampnng equnpment  | 
MIll II ~ • 
~nlnnmmnnmnmnlmmmmmlmmmmnnmnmnmmmmnmmmnmmnnmnmnnumnnmmm~ 
J . ,  
Gordon and Anderson Ltd, 
Store Hours: 
Tues.-Sat. 9a.m.-6.30p.m, 
Friday 9a.m.-9p.m. 
OLOSED NONDAI 
